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From the Editor
What a year for Wellington 
Scottish. We celebrated 100 
years of existence and put the 
figurative icing on an impressive 
cake (thanks Don!) with the Top 
Club trophy at Road Relays. I’m 
not sure how we can top this 
next year but I look forward to 
trying.

This issue has been deliberately delayed for a few months 
to avoid clashing with the production resources required 
for the Centenary Book. And then accidentally delayed by 
the slow drip feed or non-arrival of promised content. I think 
we’ve still managed to put together another good issue and 
I’m grateful to all who have contributed.

The magazine does not produce itself and is reliant on 
people to provide articles. People like you. If you have an 
idea, even if it’s a mere seed of an idea, let me know. Don’t 
be shy!

In this issue we have a wide range of topics, looking at 
issues such as hydration, the gender gap in running and 
addressing one of the fallacies our rival clubs often level at 
Scottish. 

Stefan Smith gets you ready for tackling steeplechase down 
at the track this summer with some advice that stand you in 
good stead when cross country rolls around too.

On the track theme, with a nod to marathoners, Roger 
Robinson discusses the legacy of NZ’s milers. Talking of 
marathons, we take a look at how the world record has 
changed over the years and some of the issues with 
recognising records.

James and Karen look to entice you to join the triathlon 
crowd, with some (dubious?) claims on which athletes look 
better naked. 

Around the tracks, Melissa and Maria share with us what it 
takes to run a big city marathon when you’re blind, Jackie 
talks us through the World Mountain experience and I take 
you through what Scottish athletes did at the Oceania 
Masters Championships.

I hope you enjoy and I look forward to you – yes you! – 
submitting an article for On the Run for next issue.

Michael The Ed. On the Run 
feedback to me at: michaelwray@xtra.co.nz
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As we enter the final stages 
of our centennial year, we can 
successfully say that Scottish 
celebrated its 100th birthday 
in style both competitively and 
socially. The retention of the Top 
Club award, at the National Road 
Relay Championships, along 
with three Team titles, and the 
club with the most participating 
teams was certainly the icing 

on a very large cake. We look forward to a new course 
and challenge in Rotorua next year.

On the local scene we continued to dominate the 
senior and masters sections in the interclub events, 
we remained the predominant walking club, and 
enjoyed good growth in numbers in the J Team, 
with a particularly promising group of female 
runners showing real promise for the future.

Congratulations to Jackie Mexted, Stephen Day and 
Tim Hodge who were all selected to represent New 
Zealand at the World Mountain running champs 
that were held in Wales.

We remain a strong vibrant club due to the many 
members who continue to come forward each 

year and volunteer to take on a role and make 
a difference. The club throughout its history has 
been blessed with talented administrators and 
this continues today. Thank you to all who have 
supported the club this year.

On a less positive side our membership has declined 
this year, especially the teenage runners. The Waterfront 
5K series, which will run until March 2016, is a key part 
of both our recruitment and fundraising strategies. 
It is therefore important that we have 5-6 members 
along each Tuesday (your Captain will advise you when 
your section is rostered on), to ensure the event is run 
smoothly. If you’re not helping out, come along and 
have a race in your club singlet; it’s great publicity for the 
club and a great way to offset any festive excesses!

I wish all those competing on the track a great summer 
season and hope to see many of you at the Night of 
Miles on the 19th of December, which is a really fun 
social event, to either come down to Newtown Park 
and have a go or catch up with fellow members

Planning is already underway for the 2016 winter 
season, with opening day set for March the 12th. We 
are, as always, on the lookout for more volunteers 
to ensure that season 101 is even better than those 
that have preceded it.
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From the President
Glen Wallis



As our Centennial year is almost over with 
only the Prize Giving Dinner and Night of 
Miles to come at the time of writing, it is 
opportune to review the many highlights 
of the current season. When our small 
Centennial Committee of David Lonsdale, 
Colin Maclachlan and myself commenced 
planning three years ago we were able to 
draw on the previous celebrations of our 
50th, 60th, 75th and 80th for our blueprint. 
The success of this past year has exceeded 
our most optimistic wishes and is a tribute 
to the continued passion of our volunteer 
members who made it happen. 

First up was the AGM on 10 March, held on the 
exact date of our founding meeting in 1915 and 
five metres through the wall of the Hotel Bristol 
to where that meeting was held in Barbers 
Building. The attendance was one of the biggest 
ever for an AGM. Next up on 18 April was our 
traditional opening race of the season at Island 
Bay, formerly the Le Gaye, but as that trophy had 
disintegrated our committee donated the new 
Centennial Cup. 

The start was from Cliff House where our 
inaugural run was held on 24 April 1915. A 
large field saw the sealed handicap won by our 
promising junior, Harry Burnard. 

This was followed by the traditional sumptuous 
afternoon tea provided by Don Dalgliesh who 
also presented a magnificently decorated 
Centennial cake.

Alan Stevens

Centennial Cup Race

Harry Burnard wins the inaugural Centennial Cup

Our Centennial Year

Michael Browne and Jesse Mexted cut the cake – 
soon demolished by hungry runners
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On Queen’s Birthday Weekend we staged 
our major celebrations. Friday night saw 
registrations, welcome and social gathering at 
the Clubrooms, decorated with memorabilia, 
historic photos, a preview of the History, and 
display of our uniforms – literally over the 100 
years. On Saturday afternoon we held our 
historic Ballantyne Cup race around the Bridges 
circuit of the Hutt River. An innovative option 
of one, two or three laps depending on one’s 
age/ability saw the sealed handicap won by the 
popular Bob Stephens.

The highlight of the weekend was the Centenary 
Dinner held at Wellington College attended by 215 
who were suitably piped in to the Brierley Theatre. 

A lot of effort had been made to decorate the 
venue with club trophies, various memorabilia and 
a running tableau on the big screen of scenes from 
our club history with an appropriate commentary. 
The climax was a review of the eight selected 
male & female athletes of the Century, followed 
by a voting process resulting in our Athletes of the 
Century being Melissa Moon and Steve Hunt. 

A great evening with many reunions of old 
friends, races rerun, lies told and tall stories – 
especially of away trips! Some P team stalwarts 
continued later to the delights of Courtenay 
Place!

Sunday saw a few hardy souls participate in 
a recovery run from the Clubrooms. This was 
followed by a lunch, formal photos and closing 
speeches. That we had past members come 
from Australia ( mostly thanks to Ray Babbage’s 
persuasion!), many from Auckland, points in 
between and the South Island showed the 
regard these folk have both for our Club and the 
friends they had made. 

The weekend success was due to the work of 
many people, but in particular the overview of 
the weekend activities by Bob Stephens and the 
Dinner by Ken Howell.

Athletes of the Century: Melissa Moon & Steve Hunt

“My name must be on here somewhere”

Whatever happened to the likely lads?
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Of course the harrier season progressed with Scottish 
continuing as the dominant adult club in interclub 
races – for example: winning the senior Shaw Baton 
for the 20th consecutive time. We had various runners 
and walkers performing with distinction in major 
open events around the country, winning many 
New Zealand titles. But as always the climax was the 
National Road Relay held on the historic Takahe-
Akaroa course – on its 75th Anniversary. Not only did 
our Men’s A team lead from the start to finish with a 
gap of 4 minutes 12 seconds, but our Masters Men 
& Women teams also had decisive victories which 
meant we retained the overall Top Club Medal, our 
11th title in the 14 years of that competition. There 
were 87 members in 11 teams for the trip south, a 
tribute to the logistical organisation of Don Stevens 
and the efforts of the team captains. 

Sunday 11 October saw us stage the 100 x 1 mile 
relay at Newtown Park. We had previously done 
this in 1969 at Evans Bay track in association with 
the famous Blackheath Harrier Club in London, 
celebrating their Centennial. 

When the track moved to Newtown Park we 
held another in 1975, together with three 
other Wellington Clubs, also others in Dunedin, 
Christchurch and Auckland. This time we had 
runners from our J team (the kids) also our 

walkers, which meant our overall time was 
slower than previous. But with good weather, 
David Lonsdale’s organisation, it was a fun day, 
lots of supporters attending and emphasised our 
Centennial Year.

With the Club Prize Giving Dinner and pre-Christmas 
Night of Miles to come they will conclude our highly 
successful 101st Season. But the legacy will live on 
with the publication of our Centenary History. If you 
have not purchased a copy you should do so. It is 
a magnificent coffee table book of 420 pages/400 
photos and images for which we will be forever 
indebted to Grant McLean for his tireless Editorship 
and his team of decade writers.

Lastly we must appreciate the many members 
who assisted over the season. We still have the 
enthusiasm of volunteers that has made Scottish 
great over the past 100 years. This includes 
our President, Glen Wallis and members of the 
Management Committee. Not only did they commit 
considerable financial resources to underwrite major 
events, but in February took charge of organisational 
matters with innovative ideas. In particular, Ian 
Stronach created a new range of Centenary apparel 
that will continue to show our proud Scottish lion.

Alan Stevens, Patron

Original flax baton from the 1965 winning Akaroa 
Relay team

Todd Stevens finishes the 100th mile

Megan Willis hands over to Ross Lake Outside Cliff House in Island Bay
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Eight Glasses a Day
You must drink eight glasses of water a day!
You will have heard of this rule. It’s one of those 
accepted pearls of wisdom. Your parents or 
grandparents probably used it on you, presenting 
it as medical fact never to be questioned. 

I personally find it interesting as I don’t drink 
anywhere near that much water a day, trusting 
my thirst (more on that below). I will drink 
between three and eight cups of coffee during 
a working day or a couple of cups on a non-
working day, and there’s water in those (more on 
that below too) but I still don’t get to drink eight 
glasses.

What is a glass? That’s a vague measure around 
which to base a strict rule of intake. Is it a pint 
glass? A shot glass? Even taking a sensible middle 
ground and nominating a standard kitchen “juice 
size” glass doesn’t help much. I checked our 
kitchen cupboards and we have three different 
“juice glass” sizes, with the largest twice the size 
of the smallest. I asked google what glass size the 
rule supposedly represents and the rule seems 
most associated with a glass size of 8oz, which is 
around a quarter of a litre. 
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Coffee & Wine (or Tea & Beer)
The rule is usually accompanied by the reminder 
that caffeinated or alcoholic beverages do not 
count. 

The reality is not even the original 
recommendation made this condition on the 
type of liquid from which you derive hydration. 

Personally I think the additional constraint is 
guided by some kind of puritanical motive – if 
you are keeping yourself full of water, you’re not 
going to have room or appetite for any coffee and 
wine. Or tea and beer.  

Origin
There have been numerous attempts to find 
the source for the eight glasses rule. Heinz Valtin 
from the Dept of Physiology, Dartmouth Medical 
School, concluded a decade ago that it most likely 
came from a single paragraph in an obscure US 
government report in 1945. 

The Food and Nutrition Board of the National 
Research Council in America wrote in 1945:

“A suitable allowance of water for adults is 2.5 
liters daily in most instances. An ordinary standard 
for diverse persons is 1 milliliter for each calorie 
of food. Most of this quantity is contained in 
prepared foods.” - #1

Note the last sentence: most [of your source of 
hydration] is contained in prepared foods. Of 
course it is. Unless your intake of solids is limited 
to crackers and dry muesli, you’re getting a lot of 
hydration from food. That orange, that peach, that 
moist cake, that juicy steak – they all contribute. 
And so does coffee.

But coffee’s a diuretic, right?
Yes it is, but only a mild one and more for an 
individual who is not used to coffee. To quote 
the studies that have been done on the effect of 
coffee (and tea):

“…acute ingestion of caffeine in large doses (at 
least 250-300 mg, equivalent to the amount 
found in 2-3 cups of coffee or 5-8 cups of tea) 
results in a short-term stimulation of urine 
output in individuals who have been deprived 
of caffeine for a period of days or weeks. A 
profound tolerance to the diuretic and other 
effects of caffeine develops, however, and the 
actions are much diminished in individuals who 
regularly consume tea or coffee. Doses of caffeine 
equivalent to the amount normally found in 
standard servings of tea, coffee and carbonated 
soft drinks appear to have no diuretic action.” - #3

In 1928 the Institute of Medicine determined that: 

“…unless additional evidence becomes available 
indicating cumulative total water deficits in 
individuals with habitual intakes of significant 
amounts of caffeine, caffeinated beverages 
appear to contribute to the daily total water 
intake similar to that contributed by non-
caffeinated beverages.” - #4

So even before the American Food and Nutrition 
Board had issued a statement that was later 
misquoted to become the likely basis for the 
myth, the IoM had already determined that 
moderate coffee or tea consumption was not a 
threat to hydration anyway.
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What about alcohol?
Alcohol can indeed act as a diuretic. It increases 
the amount you urinate by blocking something 
called vasopressin. This is a hormone your body 
uses to recycle available water in your urine back 
into your system. When alcohol blocks vasopressin, 
this reabsorption is reduced and you lose more 
water from your system than you otherwise would 
through urination (it’s why you pee more). If you 
drink a sufficient quantity of alcohol, you will become 
dehydrated as you suffer a net loss of hydration and 
the stronger the alcohol the worse the effect. - #9

However, the body is smart; dehydration triggers 
the production of more vasopressin and a level of 
equilibrium is reached. If you’ve drunk enough to 
reach that point, you will still be dehydrated but 
not excessively (rather than hypernatremia you’re 
probably more concerned at the other symptoms 
of acute alcoholism!). 

A major part of your hangover is due to the 
diuretic effect of vasopressin suppression. That 
headache is your body seeking water and leaving 
your brain dehydrated. 

You can’t trust your thirst
If you’re thirsty, it’s too late! The marketing 
departments of beverage companies love this 
idea. It allows them to convince you to spend, 
spend, spend – because you can’t trust your 
body or brain! – and make you feel good about it 
because it’s all in the name of health. 

Take a look at people jogging their way around 
Oriental Parade at lunch-time. How many run with 
a bottle of water in their hand? It’s their lunch 
hour, they’re running somewhere between 5km 
and 10km, they’re even running by the numerous 
drinking fountains available round the bays – and 
yet they feel unable to get by without a bottle of 
water available at an instant’s notice. Because if 
they get thirsty then – shock horror – it’s too late!

Even in the office environment, you can struggle 
to get a meeting together without someone 
toting a water bottle everywhere they go. 

What would happen to these poor souls if they 
actually allowed themselves to experience thirst? 
For a start, the joggers should find their running 
form improves when they’re able to move both 
arms equally freely, rather than the stiff-armed 
asymmetrical action from carrying a litre of water 
in one hand.

Millions of years of evolution have produced 
a reliable gauge of when we need to drink. It’s 
called thirst. It’s a strange idea to fall for, this idea 
that we can’t trust the body’s thirst mechanism. 
Unless you have some other illness, it’s a lie. You 
can trust it. 

Dr. Stanley Goldfarb, professor of medicine at the 
University of Pennsylvania points out, “When you 
get thirsty, the deficit of water in your body is 
trivial - it’s a very sensitive gauge.” -#5

Dr Timothy Noakes, professor of exercise and 
sports science at the University of Cape Town in 
South Africa, adds:  

“You don’t tell your dog or your cat when to drink; 
they’ve got a thirst mechanism. Why should it be 
that humans should be the unique animal in the 
world who have to be told when to drink?” -#5

Check the colour of your urine

Supposedly, as little as 2% dehydration 
impairs performance by 10%, which is 
amusing because when the world’s elite 
marathon runners finish in 2:05, they have 
lost at least 2% body weight, which means 
they’re running two minutes slower than 
they would’ve done had they listened to 
many Gatorade advertisements… The 
problem is not dehydration, it’s thirst – 
the discomfort created by feeling thirsty 
is without doubt detrimental, which is 
why drinking ad libitium, in response to 
thirst, is both good enough to ensure our 
health and to optimize performance. – The 
Science of Sport #10
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As a consultant, I find myself working across a 
wide range of companies. A common chart I 
see is one placed above a urinal by a concerned 
HR department with a colour chart for checking 
the colour of your pee. The chart I see most 
often implies the clearer the pee, the better my 
hydration levels.

From the odd P-team type night out, with the 
over consumption of wine, I know this is not 
the whole story. Drinking a lot leads one to visit 
the toilets more and more frequently. When 
I’m finding myself at the urinal that frequently, I 
notice my urine is clear. Yet I am reaching a state 
net hydration loss - it is the unabsorbed water 
that I am losing (see section on alcohol and 
vasopressin suppression) that results in clearer 
urine and more dehydration.

Urine colour is dependent on the presence of a 
pigment called urochrome. A lack of water intake 
reduces the water content of urine, thereby 
increasing the concentration of the pigment and 
producing a darker color of urine. If your urine is 
very pale, it means that you’re either drinking a lot 
of fluid, or you’re taking a diuretic and excess water 
is being ejected, diluting the urochrome levels. 

So what you’re looking for is pale yellow. However 
that does not offer any more than a rough guide 
of hydration. Colour can be affected by a whole 
range of other factors - try drinking a lot of 
beetroot juice or eating a lot of beetroot, rhubarb 
and blackberries for a day. 

Hyponatremia
You can go too far with hydration. It’s called 
hyponatremia. What happens is you consume 
too much water and drown. Not drown in the 
traditional sense but you drown your cells, or 
rather the sodium in your cells. What you’re 
actually doing is diluting the sodium levels in your 
system to dangerous levels. 

Hyponatremia rose to the fore as a topic for runners 
in the 1980s. “Exercise-associated hyponatremia 
(EAH) was first described in Durban, South Africa 
in 1981 and in 1985 in four athletes participating in 
endurance events longer than seven hours. Prior 
to 1981, athletes were advised to avoid drinking 
during exercise, leading to the development of 

hypernatremia in some athletes. Subsequently, 
athletes were advised to consume as much fluid as 
possible during exercise. Concomitant with these 
recommendations, the incidence of hyponatremia 
in endurance athletes appeared to increase, 
particularly in the United States.” - #6

The New England Journal of Medicine conducted 
a study among runners of the 2002 Boston 
Marathon. Of 766 runners enrolled, 488 runners 
(64 percent) provided a usable blood sample at 
the finish line. Thirteen percent had hyponatremia 
and 0.6 percent had critical hyponatremia. - #7

The lesson is clear. Forcing yourself to over consume 
when not thirsty is as dangerous, if not more so, 
than ignoring thirst and allowing dehydration to 
occur. In reality, both extremes (hyponatremia and 
hypernatremia) are as bad as the other. - #8

Racing
The amount of fluid loss and dehydration you 
suffer during a race will depend on a number of 
factors. The two biggest factors will be distance/
duration and climate. 

In good conditions, you can easily race 10km 
without taking on water mid-race. The longer the 
race, the more you will need to satiate thirst. A half 
marathon is more of a middle ground. Certainly in 
my best half marathon to date, I took on no fluids 
– although I would have had a drink at the drink 
station around 14-15km if my numb hands hadn’t 
failed to grip the cup in the cold conditions. For a 
marathon you will almost certainly want to take 
on some fluids, especially as many people will be 

These [athletes] are, in fact, dehydrated 
because they have lost total-body water; 
however, this water loss is easily replaced 
by drinking normally, often with a meal, 
after the race. It does not lead to myriad 
ill effects, as the sports drink industry 
would like us to believe. In fact, the best 
endurance athletes in the world are 
typically those who lose the most weight 
during exercise, who have the least thirst 
and who run the fastest when they are 
quite markedly dehydrated, perhaps 
because the weight loss is beneficial to 
performance, just as the avoidance of 
thirst must have been an advantage to 
early hominid persistence hunters.

Tim Noakes #11
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taking on other forms of sustenance such as a 
carb gel that need water to aid digestion.

The key phrase is “good conditions”. If you’re 
racing in high temperatures, you will lose more of 
your body’s fluids in sweat. You will also want the 
cooling effect from taking on fluids and some of 
that water will be poured over your head, not just 
down your throat.

Many guides advise you to weigh yourself before 
and after training to determine fluid loss. This is an 
over simplification. Weight loss during exercise is not 
limited to fluid loss from sweat; you also lose weight 
be metabolising carbohydrates – simplistically 
speaking you’re converting mass to energy. 

Rather than try to calculating your typical fluid 
loss and drink to some rote system, as some 

sources try to advise, let biology do it for you. If 
you’re thirsty, drink and if you’re not, don’t.

Citations and further reading:
#1 - http://geiselmed.dartmouth.edu/news/2002_h2/
pdf/8x8.pdf

#2 - http://www.medicinenet.com/caffeine/page4.htm

#3 - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19774754

#4 - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC3886980/

#5 - http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/06/27/
dehydration-myths_n_3498380.html

#6 - http://www.uptodate.com/contents/exercise-
associated-hyponatremia

#7 - http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa043901

#8 - http://www.clevelandclinicmeded.com/medicalpubs/
diseasemanagement/nephrology/hyponatremia-and-
hypernatremia/

#9 - http://health.howstuffworks.com/wellness/drugs-
alcohol/hangover2.htm

#10 - http://sportsscientists.com/2013/01/dangerous-
exercise-the-hype-of-dehydration-heat-stroke/

#11 - http://www.runnersworld.com/hydration-
dehydration/drink-to-thirst

#12 - http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/drinksw.html

Why can’t you drink seawater to hydrate 
or satiate thirst? When we consume salt as 
part of our daily diets, we also drink liquids, 
which help to dilute the salt and keep it at 
a healthy level. Human kidneys can only 
make urine that is less salty than salt water. 
Therefore, to get rid of all the excess salt 
taken in by drinking seawater, you have 
to urinate more water than you drank. 
Eventually, you die of dehydration even as 
you become thirstier.

US National Ocean & Admin Service #12
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Jack Lovelock, Peter Snell, 
and John Walker paved the 
way for future Kiwi stars 
like Nick Willis.
When Nick Willis was a boy in Lower Hutt, New 
Zealand, he used to watch videos of Kiwis Jack 
Lovelock, Peter Snell, and John Walker winning 
Olympic 1500m gold medals. In 2008, in the 
footsteps of those heroes, Willis took the silver 
medal.

In the history of the fiercely contested Olympic 
1500m, New Zealand’s resume is extraordinary—
three gold, one silver, two bronze. The list is 
testimony to the rare mix of long-term work 
and astute inventiveness that typifies that feisty, 
faraway little country.

In 1936, the light-stepping Lovelock unveiled 
a new tactic—a long kick from 300m out—
for a world-record Olympic victory that he 

justly called “an 
artistic creation.” By 
contrast, Snell in 
1964 astounded the 
world with his sheer 
power, and when 
John Davies held 
third, it confirmed the 
endurance strength 
they acquired from 
Arthur Lydiard’s 
training.

Rod Dixon’s zest, plus 
years of South Island 
hill running, gave him 
an unexpected bronze 
in 1972. Walker, first 
man to run a mile 
faster than 3:50, 
returned to Lovelock’s 

tactic in 1976, surging from 300m, holding off a 
straining pack that included speedsters Eamonn 
Coghlan (Ireland) and Rick Wohlhuter (USA).

When Willis revived 
the tradition, it was 
in an even closer 
mass finish, 0.61 
seconds covering 
second to sixth.

At every running 
distance from 
800m up, New 
Zealand has 
historically 
punched above 

Roger Robinson

John Walker

Willis at 2015 NZ 1500m 
National Final

Jack Lovelock
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its weight. The population of 4.4 million, about 
half New York City’s, ranks 123rd in the world, 
between Costa Rica and Liberia. Snell won two 
Olympic 800m golds (1960, 1964) and Marise 
Chamberlain blazed the women’s trail with 
800m bronze in 1964. At 5,000m, Murray Halberg 
sprang a surprise attack three laps from home to 
win a thriller in 1960. Dick Quax nearly matched 
that in 1976, finally edged by Lasse Viren, with 
Dixon desperately close in fourth.

New Zealand’s marathon tradition is a story in 
itself. Three have won Olympic bronze—Barry 
Magee (1960), Mike Ryan (1968), and Lorraine 
Moller (1992). Three have won Boston—Dave 
McKenzie (1967), Allison Roe (1981), and Moller 
(1984).

“McKenzie was a big inspiration for me at age 16,” 
Dixon said this year.

Roe and Dixon are famous for their New York 
victories (1981, 1983). Four Kiwis won Fukuoka 

from 1960 on, when it was effectively the world 
marathon championship (Magee, Jeff Julian, 
Ryan, Paul Ballinger). Millie Sampson held the 
women’s world record back in 1964.

Like Vikings, they cross the Pacific to plunder 
race awards. The men won the world cross 
country title in 1975, with the women’s team 
narrowly held out by the U.S. (44-50). The first 
years of big-time American road running in the 
1980s were dominated by Dixon, Anne Audain, 
and the briefly brilliant Anne Hannam. Kim Smith 
revived that tradition, while Jonathan Wyatt, 
Melissa Moon, and Kate McIlroy conquered the 
world in mountain running.

Then there are the masters. Jack Foster, John 
Campbell, Derek Turnbull, and Bernadine 
Portenski are legendary. Even Willis is getting 
faster at 32.

It might be something in the water.

Since retiring as professor of English at Victoria 
University, Roger Robinson has won three American 
sports journalism awards for his writing on running. 
When not writing, he is often running; Roger set 
masters records at the 1984 Boston and 1989 New 
York City marathons.

Peter Snell in 64
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Things I’ve learnt from running that can be applied to 
everyday life (and some that can’t).

RUNNING HACKS 
FOR LIFE

When running I often find myself daydreaming about 
all manner of things including, for example, a universe 
far, far away where I’m being chased by a rancour that 
is hungry for my midichlorians (you’ll get the reference 
if you’re a Star Wars fan), performing the opening act 
at a rock concert, or replaying a recent conversation 
and formulating a witty comeback I wish I had said at 
the time.  Don’t get me wrong, I also often think about 
how long there is still to go, what I’m going to do 
when I finish and, most importantly, what I’m going to 
eat once I’ve finished.

Recently I’ve also taken this time as an opportunity 
to ponder more significant things, including the 
subject of this article – are there things I can take 
from running that I should be applying to my 
everyday life.   The short answer is I think there are, 
although I think as runners we need to be mindful 
not to go too far.

Can we put each point in its own presentation box 
with an image relevant to the title

1. Positivity
With a few minor exceptions, like 
generally injured or retired runners, 
runners are an extremely positive 
and bubbly bunch.  While I’m no 
doctor I assume this is down to the 

endorphins one gets from running and a mixture 
of the other positive qualities I’ve listed below.

Other than the obvious: being positive in life 
is generally considered a good thing. I’m not 
sure how far I can take this point in terms of an 
application to life generally. Perhaps the strongest 
I can put it is to say you should do something 
that makes you feel happy (like running) because 
then you will be positive to be around and, more 
likely than not, this positivity will be infectious.  
Alternatively, one could say that running, or other 
things that make you fell less negative, are good 

to do as they make you easier to be around. This 
contrasts with a grumpy scratchy ‘hypothetical 
person’ (definitely not Nick) who has not run.

2. Togetherness
While I sometimes struggle 
with talking to new people, 
there is no better away to 
overcome this by finding out 

that they are runners.  It’s hard to put my finger 
on it but there seems a bond that all runners - no 
matter the age, gender, or ethnicity - have in 
common due to their shared running experiences.  
Most importantly, there is just so much to 
discuss… What are you training for? What do you 
do for training? What are your PBs? Do you know or 
have you done X, Y and Z?

Cheesy as it sounds, I think there is a special 
bond formed between people that regularly run 
together.  While I’m not really sure why this is the 
case, I like to think this is because there is some 
primordial switch triggered when people you have 
been running with for a while become part of your 
metaphorical ‘wolf pack’ regularly chasing down 
dinner or evading predators. 

I also think that it is pretty special to be able to 
cheer someone or be cheered on whether doing 
interval training at the track or testing your limits 
on race day.  

In terms of everyday life, I think the key to talking 
to new people is to identify something that you 
are passionate about that they have in common.  
I think it is important to, within reason, find other 
people you can share and enjoy activities that you 
both can be passionate about.  The other take 
away here is that you shouldn’t shy away from 
paying it forward and being vocal in celebrating 
other people’s successes.

Michael Wray

Nick Whalley
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3. Synchronicity
First, while I really hate the word 
‘synchronicity’, I’ve struggled to find 
another word or phrase that as 
adequately or succinctly captures 
the special connection to the road, 
trail or track, the environment and 

everything else it between that runners often 
enjoy.    Going out on a limb here, and while noting 
I’m not remotely religious, I’m talking about the 
near spiritual feeling I get out running sometimes 
when everything seems to be where it should 
be, my legs freely bouncing across the ground 
with seemingly boundless energy, the ocean on 
one side, the mountains on the other, the sun 
streaming down, and the wind blowing through 
my (metaphorical in my case) hair.  Of course, don’t 
get me wrong, I’ve had runs when I’ve felt like crap 
from the outset, but I’m ignoring those for present 
purposes.  

The important thing here I think is to find and do 
something regularly, be that running or something 
else, that takes you out of the drudgery of modern 
life and reminds you and lets you connect with the 
simple pleasures of our planet.  

4. Competition and Achievement
At the pointier end of things, runners 
are undoubtedly competitive (both 
with themselves and others) and are 
always striving to plan and achieve 
more. The key here, I think, both for 

running and in general life, is to set realistic goals at 
the outset, be honest with yourself and frequently 
check in on your progress. As noted above, I also 
think it is also important to celebrate success.

5. The negatives…
Without wanting to downplay all 
the positive points outlined above, 
it is important not to get carried 
away or drink the ‘Running Kool-Aide’ 
completely.  

Runners need to remember the big picture, not to 
take themselves too seriously or beat themselves 
up when they fail to achieve their goals and keep  

their running in perspective.  Unless you are a 
professional athlete, running should not be the 
answer to everything in your life. It should not 
define you, nor do I think it is healthy to put all your 
emotional eggs in the particular running basket. 

I think it is also important to remind yourself that 
nothing will ever be in your complete control and 
that you need to be okay with that – both with 
running and general life.  Focusing on running 
again for the moment, there will be times when 
you can’t get your scheduled run in, when you get 
injured, when you have a bad race, and when you 
are beaten by people who have trained less but 
who have more natural ability.  The important thing 
is not to get too carried away or ‘running obsessed’.  
Running should be one tool in the cluttered tool 
box of positive things happening in your life.  

Based on personal experience, I think we as 
runners need to be mindful that running is not a 
particularly engaging topic to discuss at length 
with non-runners or an appropriate measure 
to judge people’s success against. Just because 
you’re passionate about it doesn’t mean others can 
relate to it, find it interesting or that they need to 
measure up to your expectations as a runner on 
what it means to be successful. 
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The entire time I’ve been at Scottish there have been 
rumours circulating that the senior men’s A Team 
buys in talent.

I’ve had a couple of discussions with people 
in recent weeks where they have levelled that 
allegation at this year’s team.

I want to share my perspective of the 2014 and 2015 
Senior Men A teams, the two in which I have been a 
member, because I think the reality is very different 
to the whispered rumours that people have heard.

First, as the club men’s captain, I do make an effort to 
encourage top runners from within Wellington and 
across New Zealand to join Scottish.

I have never approached another Wellington-
based runner who already belongs to another club 
encouraging them to switch clubs. In fact, some I 
have actively encouraged to stay with their existing 
club.

And I have only approached out-of-town runners if 
I believe there is a chance they could be moving to 
Wellington. But any runners who don’t belong to a 
club are recruitment targets!

Furthermore, my recruiting efforts are not limited to 
‘top’ runners. Anyone I see who is keen on running 
gets the spiel about why they should join Scottish. 

In none of those conversations do I offer money 
or any other incentives. My pitch to the faster guys 
is simply: they get the chance to run with the 
best club in the country and they will get running 
opportunities, a team environment and support 
from the club that they won’t get elsewhere.

Secondly, I have never offered money to any A Team 
guy for running. Some of our top guys get funding 
from the Supporters Trust. I don’t know how much 
they each get individually. But my experience, when 
I have received Supporters Trust funding, has been 
that it has helped cover travel and accommodation 
expenses when representing either the club, the 
centre or New Zealand. From talking to other 
guys in the team I think that would be the case for 
all of them - they have had some costs covered 

sometimes but they have never earned money from 
the club. 

Thirdly, I don’t believe we have ‘bought in’ guys to 
run from overseas. The club has several members 
who are based overseas. I and others stay in contact 
with them and encourage them to be involved in 
the club if and when they can.

This year Ben Ashkettle, who has a longstanding 
family connection to the club, said early on he was 
keen to be involved in road relays. Rees and I shared 
that information with all the other guys in the wider 
A and B squad and said he was in the same boat as 
them – he would need to both run fast enough and 
prove his commitment as a team member.

My personal perspective is that it would be brilliant 
if New Zealand’s top overseas-based runners turned 
up for NZ’s premier running event, road relays. 
Imagine how exciting it would be if Hamilton Hawks 
had the Robertsons on the start line, Hutt Valley had 
Willis and Pakuranga had Smith. Personally I think 
having people like Ben involved adds immensely, 
rather than detracts from the event.

The 
Buying Talent

 FallacyStephen Day

Hiro Tanimoto

Stephen Day
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We heard that Hiro Tanimoto, who won the 
Christchurch Marathon, wanted to move to New 
Zealand and run for a club, so we approached 
him to come to Wellington and encouraged him 
to be in the country in time to be eligible to run at 
National Road Relays. 

We never offered him money. Since we have 
been in contact with him he has been nothing 
but passionately supportive of the club, turning 
up to all events and participating in everything. 
Even cycling a Makara Loop while injured to give 
other club members company in their training!

The same attitude is prevalent among all our top 
guys. Hamish, Ben, Hiro etc. They are expected 
to pay their subs and road relay fees, just like any 
other club member. And they do. 

[We even have members permanently (in the 
medium term at least) overseas who continue to pay 
an overseas membership subscription to continue to 
feel a part of our club even though they are not in a 
position to participate. – Ed]

I think it is important to note that the club has 
a lot of members who are not always there on 
Saturday pack runs but who contribute to the 
club, are proud to belong and are a key part of 
our broader Scottish team. 

[It’s also worth remembering that the addition of the 
club workouts, something members from all levels of 
the club participate in and benefit from – not just the 
fast A team guys - means the pack run is not the only 
Saturday outlet available to members. – Ed]

Rees, Rowan, Nick and many others have worked 
hard to create a team environment where guys in 
the broader A and B squads support each other 
and work collectively for the club. I think we have 
achieved that.

I think it would be a shame that the set of results 
they have built up through that teamwork should 
be dismissed based on unfair rumours that we 
bought rather than trained for those victories.

 

Commercial Real Estate Specialists

Level 4, Real Estate Institute House

354 Lambton Quay, PO Box 10955, Wellington 6143

CARL HASTINGS M: 021 403 502  P: 04 472 2066  F: 04 472 2056

E: carl@paulhastings.co.nz

www.paulhastings.co.nz
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When asked how to best explain 
clearing a fence / hurdle / barrier 
while running / racing, it often 
leaves me stuck on the other side 
of the fence myself. 
To tell you the truth I never really found this much 
of an issue as I was lucky to grow up as a kid 
racing Cross Country on the weekend and I had 
great flexibility, along with being pretty fearless, 
so I always tried to just jump over a barrier every 
time in a race. 

The art of hurdling / steeple is actually quite tricky 
if you haven’t had the luxury of picking it up as a 
young kid. What I would like to make clear is that 
you don’t have to hurdle the barrier in one go 
by clearing it from day one. Hurdling is all about 
efficiency and using as little energy as possible to 
get over that barrier so you can continue to run 
at a decent pace afterwards. This could mean you 
put one hand on top to haul yourself over or it 
could mean clearing in one go; whatever way is 
going to feel most comfortable to you is the way 
you should start. 

As you develop your 
hurdling and your 
confidence grows you 
ideally want to get to 
a point where you are 
hurdling the barrier in 
front of you in one go 
and in a swift motion. 
As you get fitter and 
stronger this is by far 
the best way to get 
over a barrier. You can 

put 10 - 20m on your competitors if you attack 
the barrier and get over it quickly; by ‘attacking’ 
I mean picking up your pace slightly from race 
pace and hurdling over and surging out of the 
barrier clearance. 

To start off with you 
really want to just 
find a small fence 
somewhere (that is 
stable) and just jog 
into it and jump over 
(while trying with 
good technique). As 
you get better and 
better at this you can 
add height to the 
barrier you are going 
over. For cross country 
you can practice with 
putting a hand on 
top of the fence and 
leaping over, then to 
the hurdle with a foot 
on top of the fence, 
to the final stage 
of full clearance. As 
mentioned above 
flexibility is also key. 
You need to work on 
hamstring flexibility 
and also having 
a good range of 
movement in the hips. 

Because it is hard to 
explain the movement 
in words I have 
attached a few pictures 
of hurdle stretches 
and also hurdle drills / 
hurdling technique. 

The following link is a 
good video to watch: tinyurl.com/hurdle-drills

The dream result is to finish like this guy:   
tinyurl.com/dream-finish

Happy Hurdling! 

Stefan Smith

An acceptable starting 
technique

Jim Jones progresses to the 
step jump

Liam clears (with room  
to spare)
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Running Blind in London
Maria and I crossed paths thanks to Farley 
and Fleming. Farley is my former husband 
Clive’s guide dog who I take for walks, and 
Fleming is Maria’s guide dog. The Guide Dog 
Mobility Instructor for both asked Clive if he 
knew anyone who would run with Maria who 
had recently moved to Wellington.
Of course I would, and in July 2014 we had our 
first run. Maria found being out in the elements 
exhilarating, so one run turned into two, then 
three runs a week.

As Maria had a personal goal of breaking two 
hours for the half-marathon, we decided on the 
Auckland Half, which was scheduled to take place 
three months after our first run. She went well, 
coming in under two hours, showing me she had 
physical talent. However, twenty-three years of 
athletics has taught me that you can have all the 
physical talent in the world but if you don’t have 
the mind, and that mental toughness, you will 
only go so far.

During our training runs it was important to 
coach Maria in the mental aspect of running, 
particularly as she was new to the sport: to make 
her aware that strategies such as visualization, 
self-talk, self-belief are essential to pushing 
through the pain barriers in order to 
achieve goals and those personal 
bests.

Maria crossed the finish line in the 
Auckland Half-Marathon, collapsed 
and said, ‘I think I am going to be sick.’ 
‘GREAT,’ I said because it was then 
and there I knew that she had 
what it took physically, mentally 
and emotionally to set an even 
bigger goal that I had in mind.

Maria’s dream goal was to 
run a marathon. The ultimate 
marathon experience is 
running one of the world’s 
Big Six, of which the London 
marathon is one. Having raced 
London three times myself, I 

knew that, logistically, this would be the easiest 
to guide Maria over. London also happened to 
be staging the World Para-Athletics Marathon 
Championships. I couldn’t believe the timing.

It excited me to think that Maria could be the first 
un-sighted Kiwi woman ever to compete at a 
world marathon champs, and what a wonderful 
inspiration she could be to other visually impaired 
people. I remember how inspired I was as a 
young girl watching Allison Roe win the New York 
Marathon.

We qualified over 10km and got a ‘start’ in the 
London race.

Maria is T11: the only category that requires a 
guide throughout the race, and the only Para 
sport that is solely reliant on another person. 

For me, the individual aspect of running has 
changed to that of running as part of a team––
something different but so very rewarding. I have 
always loved the strategic thinking of racing, and 
I am still able to enjoy this. In addition, now I have 
to be constantly aware of our surroundings when 
I’m guiding Maria, and especially of providing lots 
of verbal cues. One of our biggest problems is 
people not looking where they are going as they 
are so engaged with their phones!
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We attended the expo a few days before 
the marathon where we listened to some 
motivating speakers. Topics included what to 
expect on the day with helpful tips to maximise 
the likelihood of completing the marathon in 
the best possible state. The most resounding 
aspect for me was not to start too fast as I 
could imagine myself getting carried away 
with the excitement. We also heard from Paula 
Radcliffe who would be running and David 
Weir a wheelchair athlete. We enjoyed looking 
round the huge stadium, selecting our t-shirt 
mementoes and having a photo taken with 
the slogan of our choosing – I chose sub 4 
and Melissa chose Kia Kaha. It was incredibly 
serendipitous that the theme of the marathon 
was “hand in hand” as the two men who 
completed the inaugural London marathon 
crossed the line together and Melissa and I 
would be tethered the entire way. 
I was slightly concerned about the amount of 
rain I heard the night before the marathon with 
visions of me coming into horizontal contact 
with slippery cobblestones! Fortunately this 
had dwindled to a misty drizzle the following 
morning as we departed from the Tower Hotel 
on the bus to Black Heath for the start. 
Melissa and I were positioned at the rear of the 
group and it seemed we had the whole course 
to ourselves. We had great crowd support along 
the way, it sort of felt like a personal fan club 
because the other para-atheletes were ahead 
of us. I noticed we were both thanking and 
waving appreciation to each person however 
after a few miles I realised I couldn’t keep this 
up and better start conserving energy. The first 
part around Greenwich had several judder 
bars and some corners to navigate. We had 

also been advised that the first three miles was 
slightly downhill which I didn’t really notice. 
As we got to the six mile mark there were more 
spectators. I had read there was a spectator 
etiquette guide that was meant to be followed 
and it was strange to hear them referring to me 
as “Williams” but most of them said “Go Kiwi” 
which was cool. We even heard a lone voice call 
out “Go Scottish” somewhere around the tenth 
mile.
It was also great to hear the variety of music 
along the way – the obligatory Madness and 
Bon Jovi rang out “we’re half way there living on 
a prayer” strategically at the half way point.
By the 13 mile mark both of us noticed our 
legs were sore which we found unusual and 
attributed it to the hard ground. It was about 
this time that Melissa noticed our friends 
toasting us on the side of the road drinking 
from crystal champagne flutes! Luckily she told 
me that after I had passed or I may have been 
tempted to stop for an extra drinks break! 
In amongst the noise and cheering on the 
course there were also some quiet interludes – a 
couple of underpasses and a rather desolate 
area after Canary Wharf. This quiet time was 
a nice contrast for a little while and I used the 
space to refocus or have a quick conversation 
with Melissa. I knew a few of my friends would 
be at various points of the second half of the 
course which helped me to keep going. 
I was able to keep track of our mileage 
as Melissa told me each mile arch we ran 
through and I knew the drinks stands were at 
5km intervals. I heard Big Ben at 12pm and 
I knew I was about mile 21 so figured I only 
had another hour or so to go which gave me 
encouragement. I also noticed more helicopters 
flying around and much more noise. I knew 
when we were on the last two miles as the noise 
really became quite deafening - I could hardly 
hear what Melissa was saying. But I clearly 
heard her say “100 metres to go Maria – wave to 
the crowd” 
At the finish line we were given our pewter 
medals which both of us commented were very 
heavy. My legs were like jelly and my hands were 

There are three categories for the 
visually impaired athletes:
T11:  No vision

T12:  Recognise objects up to 2 metres

T13:  Recognise contours 2-6 metres away.
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still numb but I was so happy to have completed 
the marathon in under 4 hours and for Melissa 
for giving me this fantastic opportunity. All in 
all it was a great experience and Melissa had 
prepared me so well in regards to what to expect 
in relation to the practicalities and also for the 
last hard 10kms of the course. 
Maria and I crossed the line in London in 3 
hours 44 minutes. She was in 8th place in the 
combined T11/T12 category: a brilliant effort 
after nine months of training and a B standard 
qualifier for the Rio Paralympics. Not only that, 
but she is currently ranked the 2nd fastest T11 
marathon runner in 2015 internationally. Our 
sights are set on the Christchurch Marathon 
where she hopes to do 3 hours 27 minutes –– 
the A standard for Rio.

If you want to get from A to B, and you want to go via Q, X and Z, the consultants at The 
Terrace Travel are your airfare experts.  We are specialists in long-haul international travel, and 
skilled in the tricky multi-stop itineraries.

With over 70 years experience among our senior staff, The Terrace Travel has the expertise to 
get you where you want to go, while making the most of your travel budget.

So for first-class service, whatever class you’re travelling, contact:

take the scenic 
route from 
'a' to 'b'

Paul Brydges

The Terrace Travel Limited
Ground Floor, 88 The Terrace,  Wellington

Tel  : 04 4998125
Email : terrace@phoenixtravel.co.nz
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MARATHON TALK
 WEEKLY, 90-120 MINUTES LONG.

The gold standard 
of running podcasts, 
Marathon Talk is an 
English show with 
over 300 episodes. 
Martin Yelling and 
Tom Williams talk 
about current affairs 
related to running, 

sometimes serious and sometimes irreverent. 
Each episode will feature a significant guest 
from the sport. This could be a current or past 
elite athlete or someone else from the running 
ecosystem, occasionally split over two episodes 
to accommodate the longer interviews. There 
are entertaining segments such as the (now 
retired, unfortunately) Boy on the Run and 
Tony’s Trials, with the latter featuring English 
actor Tony Audenshaw’s running adventures. 
Marathon Talk is more than just a podcast; 
the website has a discussion forum and event 
page, where listeners can record their race 
times and rate their run. A virtual podium for 
that week’s races is presented in the episode 
and a random draw is made to win Jabra 
headphones. Initiatives such as Jantastic are 
geared towards keeping listeners motivated 
to keep up their training in the (northern 
hemisphere) winter months.   

THE NAKED RUNNERS
WEEKLY, 45 MINUTES LONG.

The Australian 
podcast with “a bit 
of cheek” hosted by 
Silas Mossy Moss 
and Dave Robbo 
Robertson. They take 
an irreverent look at 
the running world 
with a definite bias 

towards the Australian scene. There is usually 
an elite guest athlete to be interviewed, whose 
response to the question “do you run naked?” 
indicates whether they actually listen to the 
show. Naked in this context refers to running 
without a watch and ipod but they take delight 
on playing on the nudity interpretation. Steve 
Moneghetti is a regular correspondent and 
his sense of humour works well with the lads. 
Mossy is an exercise scientist, whatever that 
means, while physiotherapist Robbo is heavily 
involved with parkrun as the Communication 
Manager for parkrun Australia. It’s been a 
month or two since the last podcast so I 
wonder if they’ve gone on hiatus.

Michael Wray

Running 
Podcasts

Not podcasts to listen to while running - that would be a much longer 
article - but podcasts specifically on the topic of running. Here are a few 
that I have discovered and (mostly) enjoy.
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RUN WITH SOLE
MOSTLY WEEKLY, 90-120 MINUTES LONG.

RWS is another 
Australian podcast, 
which started in April 
2015 and hosted by 
Reidy and Deano. 
Reidy has an ongoing 
battle with trying 

to break three hours in the marathon, while 
Deano is a sub-elite triathlete. They follow 
a similar format to the Naked Runners and 
Marathon Talk, discussing running’s current 
affairs and triathlons. They feature a mix of 
guests each week, picking someone from 
the community that has piqued their interest 
(everyday hero) as well as an elite runner or 
triathlete.   Australian distance runner Ben St 
Lawrence regularly appears to report on his 
progress, as does Naked Runner podcaster 
Robbo with parkrun news. 

THE SCIENCE OF RUNNING; 
MAGNESS & MARCUS ON 
COACHING
FORTNIGHTLY, 45 MINUTES LONG.

Steve Magness and Jon 
Marcus get together 
periodically to discuss 
various aspects of 
coaching. Magness’ name 
may be more familiar to 
you as one of the accusers 

in the Salazar scandal, a topic that they have 
never discussed on the show. Both Magness 
and Marcus are US collegiate coaches and the 
show consists of their thoughts on the process 
of coaching with anecdotes to illustrate their 
experiences. It’s not the most dynamic show 
but can be interesting, albeit not always.

I’M SURE THERE ARE OTHER WORTHWHILE PODCASTS 
OUT THERE. IS THERE ONE YOU RECOMMEND? LET ME 
KNOW AND WE CAN INCLUDE IT IN A FOLLOW-UP ARTICLE.

HOUSE OF RUN
WEEKLY, 120 MINUTES LONG.

The House of Run is 
an American podcast. 
In the time I’ve been 
listening, most of 
the focus has been 
on track. With the 
completion of the 
northern hemisphere 
track season, the 

content has switched to the US fall marathons 
and road/XC season. The show is hosted by 
Jason Halpin and Kevin Sully, self-described as 
mediocre high school runners. Very much a 
discursive show, they will leap off in to unrelated 
tangents. During the Diamond League season 
and the build-up to Beijing, I found the show 
very informative and it gave me an interest in 
athletes I would otherwise not have noticed. 

RUNNERSCONNECT 
RUN TO THE TOP 
WEEKLY, 45-60 MINUTES LONG.

A show that was 
started by Jeff 
Gaudette, it has 
gone through 
various hosting 
iterations. The 
current host is US-
based English elite 
runner Tina Muir. The 

show format is always based on interviewing 
someone on a specific topic related to running. 
When that someone is a current or retired elite 
runner or coach, it’s a good episode. When the 
interviewee is a person with a product or idea 
to sell, oftentimes an idea that is on the fringe, 
it can be an episode to delete. The problem 
with these latter episodes is the lack of critical 
examination by Tina (and her predecessors). 
The fringe-idea person is not challenged to 
back-up claims/ideas and the interview can 
take on a sycophantic term.
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Triathlon
If you thought that T2 was the 
posh tea shop on Lambton Quay, 
wind trainers were coaches who 
gave you instructions about 
running in a Wellington southerly, 
and drafting penalties involved 
writing about a football spot kick 
shootout, then how about having a 
go at triathlon?
Triathlon provides a fantastic mental and 
physical challenge. It can also help you 
become an even better runner, by offering 
cross training benefits, the opportunity 
to build up and maintain fitness and race 
sharpness with a reduced risk of injury, and 
some new people to train with and compete 
against. As competitive runners you’ll already 
understand the benefits of regular training, 
have a good cardio-vascular fitness base, and 
enjoy racing. 

It works out pretty well for overall toning too, 
with the cross-training of swimming and biking 
balancing out some running imbalances, and 
it’s also great when you invariably get a niggly 
running injury. You just ramp up the biking and 
swimming. No aqua jogging for triathletes! And 
- we’re being frank here people - triathletes look 
better naked than pure runners!

A good number of Scottish members are regular 
triathletes. And while there is some truth in the 
point made by Rohan Biggs in a previous OTR 
article that triathlon has “high barriers to entry”, 
at the end of the day we are only talking about 
swimming then cycling then running as fast you 
can. Most people have got some togs or can 
swim in running gear, and nearly everyone has a 
bike or access to one, right? So you can get out a 
do a triathlon - problem solved! You don’t need all 
that expensive bling to get into the sport.

As good runners, you’ll love that feeling of passing 
people on the run (the third and final discipline 
for most triathlons). And Wellington is a brilliant 
place for the sport, with a series of excellent local 
events run out of Scorching Bay each summer by 
Fedude Sports (www.scorching.co.nz), catering 

Not As Daunting As 
You May Have Feared

James Turner and Karen Ward

Better bodies – exhibit A! The first event of the Scorching Triathlon Summer 
season 2015
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for all abilities from complete newbies to elite 
competitors. The National Olympic distance 
championships are coming back to Wellington 
this season as well, on 30 January. Groups of us 
meet up regularly for ocean swims, bike and run 
sessions and coffees. And if you fancy dipping 
your feet in the ocean and saving the biking 
for later, the Splash and Dash series starts on 2 
December (www.splashanddash.co.nz).

Scottish now has a formal relationship with the 
Wellington Triathlon Club, which has over 200 
members of all ages. The Tri Club offers coaching 
and structured training sessions, informal and 
formal open water swim sessions, sponsor services 
and discounts, coached pool swim squads, group 
bike rides, the opportunity to race for Wellington 
Championship titles, race for the Club at national 
events, and to compete for New Zealand at 
the annual age group world championships. 
As members of a running Club you’ll already 
appreciate the benefits of Club membership in 
what is essentially an individual sport.

To find out more, “like” the Club’s Facebook 
page and in particular, ask to join the Tri 
Club training page: www.facebook.com/
groups/762731657093747/. And maybe have 
a word with either of us, or Paul Rodway, 
Michele Allison, Bernie Portenski, Clare Jennings, 
Richard Sweetman, Helen & Tricia, Bridget, John 

Skinnnon, Sierra or Scott Ryland, Nat Hardaker, 
Todd Maddock, Hooman Bahreini, Valentino 
Luna Hernandez… We don’t bite, honest! If you 
haven’t been a Tri Club member before we offer a 
discounted membership fee to Scottish members 
for this season (the membership year started on 1 
November). 

And if triathlon all seems rather daunting, with the 
complexity of three sports, swimming in the sea, 
or donning speedos (you don’t have too, but you 
will be faster than run shorts!) and the assumption 
that you have to spend thousands of dollars on 
flash bikes, then fear not!  The sport is friendly 
and welcoming. We can help, we can maybe 
loan you a bike for a while and provide advice on 
buying one, set you up with training buddies and 
mentors, and take you through those steps to 
your next race.

Finally, just look at the achievements of some 
of the Scottish Triathletes: Scottish has had 
numerous reps at World Champ events and we 
can’t overlook the incredible achievements of the 
Kona Four. (Triathlon’s World Champs for Ironman 
Triathlon a gruelling event and taken on this year 
by Richard, Bernie, Michelle and Helen).

A final warning though, triathlon can be very 
addictive, so be prepared to fall in love with a new 
sport!

Caption: NZ team at World Champs, including Karen, Helen, Jam
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Before the Vosseler Shield this 
last season, the topic of women 
running only one lap while men 
run two came up. Several women 
have opted to run the men’s race 
rather than be confined to a single 
lap in recent seasons. Why is it 
that in cross country and road 
races we ask the women to run a 
different distance to the men? 
Men and women run the same distances in 
marathons and half marathons – there isn’t a 
men’s distance and a women’s distance. In reality, 
it has taken hard work from pioneers such as 
Kathrine Switzer for us to be able to say that. 
Women were excluded from the marathon for 
longer than they have been welcomed and their 
lack of exclusion from the half marathon is simply 
due to that distance only becoming important in 
its own right after Kathrine had helped win the 
second battle of marathon - almost 2500 years 
after the first one. 

Women running long and running well has surely 
put to bed the question of whether women can 
run the same distance as men?

The IAAF have been wondering about this gender 
split themselves. In the 2016/17 competition 
rules that were recently released, to take effect 
from 1 November 2015, the distances for the 
World Cross Country Championships have been 
standardised (#1). Instead of the distances being 
12km for senior men and 8km for senior women, 
the difference has been split and both will now 
run 10km. 

The gender gap remains at the junior and youth 
levels. U20 men run 8km, U20 women run 6km 
and at the U18 level, the boys run 6km while the 
girls have 4km. Standardising the senior level but 
leaving juniors separated will make the step-up to 
senior level a much bigger leap for the women. The 
men will progress through their age bands evenly 
6-8-10 as the women are asked to progress 4-6-10. 

In the Mountain Running Champs, the 
standardisation has not applied and the old 
distances remain. Senior men to run 12km and 
the women 8km.

Is standardisation the right thing to do? Is the 
difference a hangover from the Victorian sensibilities 
that blocked women’s athletics for so long?

Victorian sensibilities? Yep. Look at the pinnacle of 
our sport, the Olympics. Women were not allowed 
to participate in athletics at the Olympics until 
1928. The most popular argument being “violent 
movements of the body can cause a shift in the 
position and a loosening of the uterus as well as 
prolapse and bleeding, with resulting sterility, thus 
defeating a woman’s true purpose in life, i.e., the 
bringing forth of strong children.” (#3)

Tricia Sloan running the full Vosseler distance

Michael Wray
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Gertrud Pfister of the Institute for Sport describes 
the mindset in a paper on Female Physical Culture 
in Germany in the 19th and Early 20th Centuries:

“The “peculiar nature of the female body” and 
contemporary ideals of beauty and femininity set 
very narrow limits for women’s physical culture. Only 
sports like tennis and figure-skating were considered 
wholly suitable, since the well-to-do young ladies 
could play their customary roles as erotic, decorative 
objects and increase the social prestige of the family 
by their conspicuous leisure.” (#3)

Perhaps we should call it Hellenian sensibilities. 
Women were not allowed in the Ancient 
Olympics either. T there was a separate festival 
in honour of the goddess Hera for unmarried 
women. As for married women, not only were 
they prohibited from competing altogether, if 
caught just watching the men’s competition they 
received the death penalty (#2).

Only in 1991 did the Olympics decide that 
any new sport wishing to enter the Olympic 
programme must feature events for women. For 
pre-existing events that rule did not apply and 
the 2012 Olympic Games in London were the first 
in which women competed in every sport on the 
Olympic programme. 

That’s staggering. Women have only been offered 
equal participation for one, count them, one 
Olympics so far. Equal participation? Well, not 
quite – equal at the header level but not in the 
detail. Where is the women’s 50km race walk? 

It is improving all the time and the IAAF have 
added the women’s 50km walk as an official world 
record event, so perhaps full parity is coming. 
After all, the women’s marathon was only added 
in 1984, the 5000m in 1996 and the 10000m in 
1988. While they remain excluded from 50km for 
now, women were allowed to enter the 20km 
walk from 2000. Most recently, in 2008 women 
were allowed to run the steeplechase.

The distinction is sometimes very arbitrary. Why 
do men race 110m in the short hurdles and the 
women run 100m? What’s the point of that 10m 
difference? You could argue it’s to do with stride 
length and gaps between hurdles but given 
women were only offered 80m until the 1972 
Olympics, I suggest it’s uncorrected chauvinism 
from a time when women weren’t allowed parity.

With the IAAF standardising the cross country 
distances for senior athletes, individual countries 
have started following suit. South Africa confirmed 
their intention to implement the change back in 
May. Will Athletics NZ do the same? 

#1 -www.olympic.org/Documents/Reference_documents_
Factsheets/Women_in_Olympic_Movement.pdf

#2 - www.penn.museum/sites/olympics/olympicsexism.
shtml

#3 - library.la84.org/SportsLibrary/JSH/JSH1990/JSH1702/
jsh1702c.pdf

50km Race Walk - no women allowed (yet)
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The world record for the marathon 
has had an interesting and less 
than straight forward progression. 
Official records are ratified by the International 
Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) but as far 
as I can tell they’ve only been doing the job for some 
15 odd years. Prior to that they were classified not 
as records but as “world bests” and the role seemed 
to be claimed by both the IAAF and the ARRS (the 
Association of Road Racing Statisticians.

The two have not always agreed with each other 
over the eligibility of performances and the re-
classification of bests into records reveals several 
differences of opinion between the two bodies.  

There is also an indoor marathon record and this 
is only tracked by the ARRS (currently 2:27:21 for 
men, vacant for women) without recognition 
from the IAAF. 

The main issues to muddy the waters for 
marathon world records are:

• Distance

• Disputed courses

• Point-to-point courses

• Elevation changes

• Women running with men

Distance
How long is your marathon? A question from 
‘civilians’ guaranteed to bug runners, after all 
no-one asks how long is your 5km? Yet there was 
a time when it was a legitimate question. The 
marathon was not a fixed distance; it was just a 
really long way. 

The myth of the marathon has Pheidippides, a 
Greek messenger, running from the battlefield of 
Marathon to Athens to deliver a message of victory. 
How far did he run? Well, putting aside the Athens-
Sparta return leg of 480km that Herodotus claims 
was run by Philippides before his marathon and 
limiting ourselves to the more relevant distance as 
written about by Robert Browning, there are two 
roads out of the battlefield of Marathon towards 
Athens. One is more mountainous, with a very 
steep 5km, for about 34.5 km and the other is 
flatter with a distance of 40.8 km. This latter route 
is the one that is generally accepted as relevant to 
the legend.

If the origin of the race is to be taken at face 
value, a marathon should therefore be 40.8km. 
When the modern Olympics were founded and 
the first marathon was held in 1896 the distance 
was 40km. In the 1900 Olympics the distance was 
40.26km. 1904 went back to 40km and in 1906 
(the short-lived Intercalated Games) they ran 
41.86km.  It was only in 1908 that the distance we 
know today as the marathon was first run. It didn’t 
have any significance at the time and in 1912 the 

Michael Wray

Marathon 

World 
Records

Pheidippides upset at missing the first WR thanks to 
a short course?
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distance was 40.2km, in 1920 it went for 42.75km. 

Finally, in 1921, the distance was standardised. 
The 1908 distance was chosen due to the way 
the drama of that race had captured the public 
imagination and had led to many rematches 
between the main players being staged – for 
which which marketing dictated the distance had 
to be a return to the original 42.195km.

The drama? Doranda Pietri of Italy took the 
lead somewhere around 39-40km, reached the 
stadium first and turned the wrong way onto 
the track (presumably defaulting to the standard 
anti-clockwise direction in his fatigue). He was 
turned around and with just a 352m partial lap to 
complete, collapsed five or six times. Not far from 
the finish-line, the clerk of the course and the 
chief medical officer went to his aid. As a result, 
Pietri was disqualified and the second placed 
runner, some distance behind, was awarded the 
win. The New York Times described it as “the race 
of the century.

The distance itself was the result of the 
combination of many incidental aspects of the 
1908 Games:

• wanting to start near the private East Terrace 
of Windsor Castle to avoid public interference,

• wanting to finish with a lap of the track at the 
finish, 

• wanting to use the Royal Entrance to enter the 
stadium, 

• realising just before the Games that the Royal 
Entrance had been modified to assist the Royal 
family to alight from their carriages and. as a 
result. no longer opened onto the track,

• the construction of a new path to enable 
runners to reach an alternate entrance,

• the decision for the direction of the track lap to 
be clockwise,

• the subsequent shortening of the final lap of 
the track to 352m .

And in his book The Marathon Makers, John 
Bryant claims the first mile of the 1908 Olympic 
Marathon course was re-measured by John Disley 
in the late 1990s and found to be 159m short, 
which would make the actual distance 42.036km.

The world’s oldest City marathon, Boston, became 
42.195km distance from 1927, after being 39.42km 
from 1897 to 1923. It actually adopted the official 
42.195km standard in 1924, except the course 
used for the next three years was subsequently 
discovered to be 160-180m short! In 1956, after 
some questionably fast times lead to a re-measure, 
the course was found to be an incredible 1.09km 
short and had been for the six years from 1951. 
Perhaps this margin of error puts the 43km 
distance of the 2010 Wellington Marathon in a 
more forgivable light (nah, not a chance).

Disputed course lengths
When a race organiser makes a mistake in course 
measurement, there is always an outcry. The 
Wellington Marathon has gone long (2010) and 
short (2013 – sorry Dougal, your course record 
shouldn’t stand) and Round the Bays made an 
error in their half marathon set-up, inadvertently 
adding 634m to the distance a couple of years 
ago. In more recent news, a half marathon in 
Thailand was run on a circuit whose repeated laps 
compounded a single error to produce a course 
over 6km longer than intended. (Presumably 
measured by the same people who set-up the 
2011 and 2012 Wellington Cross Country courses!)

When the mistake affects the recognition of a 
world record it is even worse. It has happened 
several times…

Doranda Pietri finishing in 1908
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Suh Yun-bok is credited with a new WR in 1947 at 
Boston. Neither the IAAF nor Boston saw an issue, 
but the ARRS claim the distance was only 41.1km. 

In 1969, Australian Derek Clayton ran a WR 
2:08:33 in Antwerp.  Once again, the IAAF credit 
the performance but the ARRS claim the race 
was 500m short. This led to the ARRS tracking 
different world records, passing through four new 
recipients. Only in 1981 when Rob de Castella 
broke both the IAAF and ARRS marks did they 
come back together.

On the women’s side, it took quite a while for 
things to settle down. Violet Piercy ran the first 
credited world record in 1926 but the ARRS 
dispute it as being run during a time trial, rather 
than a race, over a course that was only 35.4km. 
The next record came in 1963 from Merry 
Lepper on a course the ARRS say was short by an 
unspecified amount.

In the 1970s and 1980s, Grete Waitz must have 
wondered whether the ARRS had a conspiracy 
or whether fate itself was against her. She broke 
the world record three times at the New York 
Marathon in 1978, 1979 and 1980. While the IAAF 
still recognise the marks, the New York course was 
re-measured in 1981 – when it was considered 
“nearly identical” to the preceding years - and 
declared 150m short. For what it’s worth, each 
of Grete’s performances had improved on the 
previous record by minutes and she could 
easily have kept the records after adding the 
time required for another 150m of running. 
Her times were also comfortably ahead of the 
alternate records maintained by ARRS after they 
discounted those run by Grete. Fortunately there 
was eventually a happy outcome for Grete; she 
ran even quicker at the London Marathon in 1983 
to set a new record that could be recognised by 
both IAAF and ARRS.

Type of course
The criteria for the IAAF to recognise a world 
record in the marathon contains the clause: “the 
start and finish points of a course, measured 
along a theoretical straight line between them, 
shall not be further apart than 50% of the race 
distance.”

To put this in simpler terms, the course is not to 
be a point-to-point course. For the sake of this 
definition, point-to-point is where the start and 
finish are 21.1km apart.  Auckland is an eligible 
course given the start and finish lines are in close 
proximity as the crow flies.

It disqualifies Boston as a race in which a world 
record can be set. When Geoffrey Mutai ran 
2:03:02 in 2011 at Boston, it would have been a 
world record at that time if he’d run on an eligible 
course. The reason for the rule is to screen out 
““artificially fast times” that could have been aided 
by a tail wind – as Mutai’s was at Boston.

This wasn’t always the case. Perusing the 
marathon world record progression, a 
performance at Boston in 1947 by Suh Yun-bok is 
credited by the IAAF. The record is not recognised 
by the ARRS, who consider the course to be 
ineligible (and also claim the course was short 
that year).

Geoffrey Mutai – world’s fastest in 2011 but no 
record
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In the women’s records, Boston has produced 
two world records. Liane Winter ran 2:42:24 in 
1975 and in 1983 Joan Benoit ran 2:22:43. As a 
result of this latter case, the ARRS credited Ingrid 
Kristiansen with the record when she ran 2:24:26 
in London in 1984. The IAAF and ARRS only 
came back together in 1985 when Kristiansen 
ran 2:21:06 the following year on a course both 
bodies recognised as legitimate (London).

In addition, the Polytechnic Marathon is credited 
with eight marks in the progression of the 
marathon world record. The first was in 1909 
when Henry Barrett ran 2:42:31 and the last was 
the 2:12:00 run by Morio Shigematsu in 1965. The 

course was point-to-point and ran from Windsor 
to Stamford Bridge from 1932 to 1933, from 
Windsor to White City in 1933 and Windsor to 
Chiswick from 1934 to 1973. Every one of those 
course configurations falls foul of the current rule.

Elevation
Another clause for the world record is that the 
“decrease in elevation between the start and 
finish shall not exceed an average of one in a 
thousand, i.e. 1m per km.”

So the finish area cannot be 42.2m lower in elevation 
than the start. For those that enjoy the fast (and 
quad killing) times of the New Plymouth City-to-Surf 
Marathon, your PBs and records are all ineligible.

Boston drops somewhere around 140m in 
elevation, doubling its ineligible status. As 
discussed above, it was recognised in prior years 
by the IAAF – the last record set there being in 
1983 by Joan Benoit.

How does that compare to the other world 
majors? London drops approximately 30m, Tokyo 
36m and New York 20m, while Berlin and Chicago 
are negligible in their differences.

The point-to-point Polytechnic Marathon starts at Windsor
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Women
For the women, world record status is muddied 
by the distinction given to whether a race was 
run as women only or mixed gender. Presumably, 
given men’s times are faster, this is to exclude a 
woman being paced during the entire duration 
of the race by one of the men. I’m not sure I 
agree with this requirement. We don’t discount 
men from achieving world records when they’ve 
been paced for 30-35km. The IAAF are saying a 
woman would not be permitted to be paced for 
any portion of the race unless the pacer is also a 
woman. Harsh.

IAAF rule 260 18(d) is the clause in question, 
stating “no performance set by an athlete will be 
recognised if it has been accomplished during a 
mixed competition.” The rule is further qualified 
by saying “except for road events” and “except for 
field events.” That would imply marathons can be 
mixed. 

However, in 2011 the IAAF Congress passed a 
motion that effective from 2012, women’s world 
records must be set in all-women competition. 
Performances that would otherwise be records 
will be relegated to “world best” status – 
essentially accorded the same treatment as a 
downhill or point-to-point course performance.

Many of the major marathons now provide the 
elite women with a separate race start some time 
before the men in order to avoid being classified 
as a mixed race but not all. Chicago, for instance, 
still has the elite women start with the men.

In terms of the current world record, it means that 
Paula Radcliffe’s 2003 performance of 2:15:25 at 
the London Marathon is technically superseded 
by her slower performance of 2:17:42 in 2005. 
Paula would also have had to surrender her 
previous record of 2:17:18 from Chicago in 2002 
to her 2005 performance.

Major milestones (IAAF) - Men
The first man to run a sub-2:30 was Albert 
Michelsen. He did this in 1925 at the inaugural 
Port Chester Marathon in New York. 

World record or world best from Paula?

Sohn Kee-chung (also known as Son Kitei)
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This performance isn’t listed in the ARRS times 
but for the IAAF his record stood until 1935 when 
it was beaten by Fusashige Suzuki in Japan. 
Curiously, the ARRS have the record falling in the 
same race with a date 10 days earlier to Korean 
runner Sohn Kee-chung (known as Son Kitei in 
Japan) with Suzuki placing second. Who knows 
which is correct? Fortunately for Sohn Kee-chung, 
he does receive recognition from the IAAF 
anyway as he ran an official record six months 
later.

The first sub-2:10 came from Derek Clayton of 
Australia in 1967, while the first sub-2:05 came 
from Paul Tergat in 2003. 

The biggest improvement in time for the men’s 
record was achieved by James Clark in 1909 when 
he bettered the old mark by 5:53. In the post-war 
era, Jim Peters knocked 4:57 off the old record. 
The smallest improvements were consecutive 
records set in the 1960s. Ethiopian Abebe Bikila, 
the barefoot runner at the Rome Olympics, 
improved the world record from 2:15:17 to 2:15:16 
(officially 2:15:16.2) at those Olympics in 1960. 
Toru Terasawa from Japan then ran the Beppu-
Ōita Marathon in 2:15:15.8 in 1963. 

Thirteen different countries have held the 
men’s record. The US have had the most titled 
runners (seven) and the UK (five) are second. 
Japan are next with four, but could claim 
five on a technicality if they can keep Korean 
runner Sohn Kee-chung  (as Son Kitei he was 
forcibly classified as Japanese at the time of the 
1935 occupation). Jim Peters from the UK has 
experienced that record breaking feeling more 
than any other runner, setting a record in 1952 
and improving it successively three times. 

The longest a record has stood is12.5 years 
when Derek Clayton was the official holder from 
May 1969 until compatriot Rob de Castella in 
December 1981. Ethiopa’s Belayneh Dinsamo held 
the record for almost 10 .5 years until Ronaldo da 
Costa finally took it in 1998. 

The shortest lived record was Fusashige Suzuki 
suspect (see above) record in 1935 that fell just 
three days later to Japanese compatriot Yasuo 
Ikenaka. Curiously, both marathons were in the 

Fastest man in the world

Belayneh Dinsamo held a long lasting record
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same city (Tokyo) despite being just three days 
apart.

Major milestones (IAAF) - Women
The first sub-3:00 was achieved by Elizabeth 
Bonner in 1971. She did this in the New York 
Marathon, improving the record she’d already 
claimed four months previously. 

Grete Waitz was the first woman to break 2:30, 
when she ran 2:27:32 in 1979 on a New York 
Marathon course the ARRS say was 150m short.

Nine different nationalities have claimed the 
world record, of whom seven have been the US. 
And Grete Waltz has held the most records with 
four, albeit that three of those are disputed for 
course length issues.

Not least among the countries to have held the 
record is New Zealand. Mildred Sampson’s 1964 
record of 3:19:33 is disputed by ARRS as having 
been run in a time trial rather than a race.

Dale Greig’s improvement of 9:22 in 1964 is the 
biggest margin by which a world record has been 
claimed, while the narrowest was four seconds 
when Tegla Loroupe broke her own record in 
1999.

The shortest world record defence lies with Grete 
Waltz. Grete ran 2:25:28 at the 1983 London 
Marathon and the very next day Joan Benoit ran 
2:22:43 at Boston - a course now ineligible for 
record claims.

The longest official record is the current one, 
with the only question being over which one. 
A pragmatic view would designate the current 
“world best” by Paula Radcliffe, set in April 
2003. However, to satisfy the semantics of IAAF 
designation, perhaps her 2:17:42 world record 
from April 2005.

I coulda been a contender….
Browsing through the previous world records is 
an interesting thing to do, at least for a stats geek 
like myself. I do like to note that my marathon PB 
would have stood as a world record until 1909, 
although I have a performance target to push that 
out to 1913.

To be able to daydream of a day when you were 
once a potential world record holder in the 
marathon, men need to beat the first record of 
2:55:18 set by Johnny Hayes in 1908 in that “race 
of the century.” For women the threshold is 3:40:22 
run by Violet Piercy, although the first undisputed 
women’s record is Dale Greig’s 3:27:45 in 1964.

 

Johnny Hayes: the first world record holder
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Centre Gallery

Christine Jones braves the wind 

at Bays Relay Felix Williamson at NZ Mountain Champs in Nelson

World Duathlon Age-Group Champion 

Richard Sweetman
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Felix Williamson at NZ Mountain Champs in Nelson

Nick Whalley: Our latest sub-3 Marathoner

A big improver through the season, 

Gayle Kaiwai, at Dorne Cup

Nat Hardaker at shaw Baton Relays
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Ever stand up, walk a few steps and then find 
things go a little woozy? It only lasts a couple 
of seconds. Enough to make you pause, wait 
for the dizziness to pass and then a warm 
“full” feeling in the head. Welcome to your 
head rush!
It’s called orthostatic hypotension (literally 
‘standing upright’ and ‘low blood pressure’) and 
most of the time it’s not a problem. Not a problem 
providing you take a couple of seconds to steady 
yourself – the risk of harm comes from losing 
your balance and hitting something when you 
fall (such as the floor). If it lasts more than a few 
seconds, it might be a sign of something more 
serious and you should get it checked out.

For the common-or-garden variety, however, you, 
as a finely tuned athlete (I’m not looking at you, 
Bruce) can probably blame your fitness levels for 
increasing the chances of it happening. 

When fitter, your heart can push more blood 
around your system with less effort and the 
arteries increase their elasticity. Hence, a fit runner 
will enjoy a lower resting heart rate and lower a 
blood pressure than they would otherwise find.

There have been some studies to dispute whether 
athletes actually do have lower blood pressure 
than the general population, with some evidence 

to suggest that training more than 10 hours a 
week can increase blood pressure (#1). 

What happens when you stand is the blood 
pooled in your lower half takes a little bit of time 
to overcome gravity. This results in a rapid drop in 
blood pressure and blood supply to the brain. In 
layman’s terms, you’re dizzy because there’s not 
enough blood in your brain. The experience is 
often accompanied by the explanation of “all the 
blood rushed to my head” – hence the term head 
rush. Ironically that is the exact opposite of what 
just happened! 

It’s not specifically the lack of blood that causes 
the dizziness. Blood transports oxygen around 
your body and it’s the oxygen deficit in your brain 
that creates the feeling of light headedness.

The prevalence of orthostatic hypotension can 
be increased when dehydrated or when low on 
electrolytes – in other words, just after exercise. 

The correlation of increased fitness to increased 
risk of experiencing orthostatic hypotension 
appears to be a curve, where there is an ‘optimal 
level of fitness’ that is less prone. Optimal in 
this sense is used not in terms of your athletic 
conditioning but in reference to reducing the 
risk of dizziness. Essentially if you are unfit or very 
fit, you are more likely to get your head rush, 
whereas the “optimally fit” reduce their chances. 
This has been called by one study as the paradox 
of training and orthostatic intolerance. (#2 & #3)

Personally I’m more interested in a performance-
oriented definition of ‘optimal level of fitness; I’m 
perfectly happy to enjoy my “cheap high” when I 
get up from my desk if it comes along with faster 
race times.

#1 - http://www.runnersworld.com/sweat-science/do-
athletes-have-higher-or-lower-blood-pressure

#2 - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15699447

#3 - http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC2343225/

Head 
Rush!

Michael Wray
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Ben Ashkettle, Australian-based 
Wellington Scottish senior men’s A 
team member and distance specialist, 
is a real chance to represent New 
Zealand in the marathon at Rio 
in 2016. We caught up with Ben 
post the New Zealand Road Relay 
championships to talk about his 
running story, and what it is about 
Scottish that is strengthening his long 
distance relationship with our club.   

The early years
Ben, dabbled in many sports in his early years in 
school (Little Athletics, soccer and tennis). He then got 
distracted by mobile phones and girls at high school, 
as his social life took centre stage, “There goes the 
weekly mileage” he recalls. During those difficult teen 
years even Tiggy at lunchtimes (a children’s version of 
Aussie Rules) went out the window. Ben did continue 
with tennis as a weekend hobby. Then when his wrist 
gave out on him at 15 he started jogging down to the 
local track while injured. Ben recalls, “I really enjoyed it 
and discovered I was finally decent at something. A 
month later and I was running most days.”

This drift towards running excited Ben’s father 
Patrick, a noted and passionate Wellington distance 
runner (Victoria University, Wainuiomata Harriers) 
during the 1980s. Patrick had moved the family to 
Melbourne in the early 1990s, but retains strong 
links with family here, returning frequently. Patrick 
had continued running for fitness after leaving 
Wellington, running home from work regularly 
between 15 - 30K at a time. Consequently, as Ben 
grew up he thought it was normal to run most 
days. Patrick would also take Ben to watch big 
meets like Zatopek in Melbourne and they did the 
occasional fun run together, so this organic athletic 
environment sowed the seeds for Ben’s eventual 
love of running. Patrick’s knees have “got the better 
of him” Ben says, but Dad often rides along with 
Ben for runs.

Coached by a legend
Ben is coached by Dick Telford a rather unique 
Australian sports and academic personality. 
Originally an Aussie Rules player for Collingwood 
in the 1960s, Telford turned to distance running 
as a master. He has the distinction of running a 
string of personal bests in his 40s (from the 800m 
[1:58] to the marathon [2:27]). Professor Telford also 
became a noted distance coach and well regarded 
sports scientist. He was the first sports scientist 
employed at the revolutionary Australian Institute 
of Sport (AIS) concept in Canberra, which led to 
a long period of outstanding Olympic success 
for Australia. More recently Telford has overseen 
an important LOOK study of Australian children, 
which has demonstrated the importance of 
physical activity in the childhood obesity debate. 
Dick, who still resides in Canberra, travels down 
to Melbourne regularly for family and work. Dick 
was the physiologist to both Rob De Castella 

Grant McLean

Scottish’s Ben Ashkettle: 
A running adventure, next destination Rio?

Ben as a junior
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and Lisa Ondeiki (Martin) and more recently 
Australian standouts Michael Shelley (gold 2014 
Commonwealth Games marathon) and Lisa 
Weightman (two-time Olympian in the marathon). 

Ben says of Dick, “He’s in his 70s, laidback, and 
brews a very calm attitude. My girlfriend and I 
even took Dick and his wife on a double date a few 
weeks back.” Ben notes that he studied Finance at 
university and knows absolutely nothing within the 
realm of exercise science. Dick sets the programme, 
which Ben follows pretty closely, “close enough” 
he suggests, and his father plays an important on 
the ground role, as Patrick knows the schedule and 
tries to join on the bike around his working hours. 
The sport science extends to physical conditioning, 
a key plank of Telford’s approach. Of this element 
Ben jokes, “thought you’d never ask about my 
bulging biceps! I just do eight minute abs regularly. 
I’m sure it’s helping my running, but I really just do 
it for the beach.” 

Australian Representative
Ben quickly progressed to become a standout 
junior athlete. The highlight of his athletic career to 
date is in fact winning his first Australian National 
title, the under 18 2000m Steeplechase. Ben takes 
up the story, “I had been running for about 12 
months (age 17) and it was my first nationals. My 

grandad was undergoing radiation for a brain 
tumour and would slowly lose his eyesight. He 
flew over to Sydney from Wellington to watch my 
steeplechase. I couldn’t believe I was able to win. 
That’s a pretty cool memory to share with him.”  
Ben went on to represent Australia as a junior at 
the World Junior Track and Field Championships 
in 2006 (China) and World Junior Cross Country 
Championships in 2007 (Kenya). Ben then spent 
four years at Northern Arizona University in Arizona 
on an athletics scholarship. During that time he 
represented Australia again at the World University 
Cross Country Championships in 2010.

The best of two countries – Australia 
and New Zealand
Ben, who has dual Australian and New Zealand 
citizenship, appears to have tapped into a running 
environment, which provides him with the best 
of two worlds to motivate, enjoy and succeed in 
his running. 

Australia
In Australia Ben has a great coaching and support 
team in Dick and his father Patrick. In Melbourne 
and Victoria he has a special training environment. 
Ben’s training runs can involve encounters with 
kangaroos, wombats, echidna’s, and even snakes. 
Ideal for fartlek training! He can hit these amazing 
trails from his doorstep, as well as drop in on a 
rubber track. Ben notes that it is very hot this time 
of year, which he loves. He often has the company 
of his Dad for sessions along with a number 
of high calibre locally-based (mostly American 
College alumni) athletes such as David McNeill 
(N. Arizona), Matthew Johnson (Lamar), and Ben’s 
girlfriend, Linden Hall (Florida State). “We’ve got 
America covered! Ben notes. Erick Niyiragira, a 
former refugee and pastor from Burundi rounds 
out Ben’s core training group.

Ben with coach Dick Telford and girlfriend Linda and 
training partner  

Ben with training partner Erik Niyiragira
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Another positive in Melbourne, is that for an elite 
athlete like Ben, most of Australia’s best runners 
live there, which is something of a tradition 
with marathon legends Robert Decastella, 
Steve Monaghetti and Lee Troop also locals). 
This locale provides plenty of training quality 
and competition. Ben explains, “Winning a state 
title here is very difficult. You may as well win 
nationals.” The greater depth in distance running 
in Australia more generally, while partly due to 
the larger population could also be attributed 
to the investment by the national body at the 
junior level Ben suggests, “Athletics Australia puts 
a lot of time into developing junior elite athletes. 
They run regular training camps up in Falls Creek 
(5000ft) and often senior stars are invited to be 
involved and inspire the younger athletes”, notes 
Ben. Private schools have also increased their 
investment in coaching their school teams. Ben 
is head cross country coach at such a private 
girl’s school. Ben believes this strong junior focus 
all adds up, “The more kids that are involved, 
the more likely AA can brew senior talent”. The 
Australian Institute of Sport (AIS) however has 
cut a lot of its funding to Olympic sports and no 
longer support distance running. Yet the depth 
and competitive opportunities in Australia keep 
the majority of athletes in Australia. This is quite 
different from New Zealand of course where 
most promising elite athletes head off on U.S. 
athletic scholarships. Interestingly Ben chose 
the scholarship route himself spending four 
years at Northern Arizona University. Ben thinks 
both options can work, “I think as long as you’re 
enjoying yourself, you can succeed down either 
path. I’m really glad I spent four years over there. 
Its character building and I didn’t get an American 
accent!”

New Zealand - Scottish
Across the ditch here in New Zealand and Scottish 
club provides the other piece of Ben’s running 
formula. Ben joined Scottish in 2006 with his father 
having connected with a number of Scottish 
members, including the author, Todd Stevens 
and Rees Buck the previous year (the author also 
having met Patrick when they were both on the 
management teams of their respective countries 
national teams at the Chiba Ekiden Relay in 2011).  
This connection has grown and Ben has come 
across several times to compete in New Zealand 
national championships, running second at the 
Dorne Cup (to clubmate Tim Hodge) and the a 
close second to Malcolm Hicks at the 2013 New 
Zealand 10K Road Championships in Dunedin. 
Ben has now become a core member of the senior 
men’s A team. 

Ben absolutely loves competing for Scottish. Ben 
enjoys the genuine club environment, which 
he says doesn’t really exist in Australia, or at least 
Melbourne, noting,” the Melbourne club scene is 
highly fragmented. There’s around 50 clubs and 
7 divisions. The [Scottish] club is much bigger 
than my club here and though I typically venture 
over for only one or two races a year, I always feel 
welcomed by my teammates there. The support 
at Scottish is also amazing. I don’t think there’s a 
better club in all of New Zealand or Australia.” Ben 
says. 

Ben competing for Northern Arizona University

Ben in Aussie colours battling Terefe Ejigu and Rees 
Buck, Dorne Cup 2007
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New Zealand Road Relays 2015
Ben had a great time as part of the senior men’s 
A team at the New Zealand Road Relay in Akaroa 
this year. Obviously regaining the Senior Men’s 
title for Scottish was awesome, but it is the team 
atmosphere, characters, and happenings during 
the weekend that make-up Ben’s highlight reel, 
which is what makes road relays special. Favourite 
moments were: Tim Hodge stating: “I only grow 
my moustache for the attention”; Hamish Carson 
going missing regularly; Rees getting distracted 
at every stop; Dr Dougal Thorburn holding 
some pram world record;. John Earles drinking 
the blackest coffee; Stephen Day nearly getting 
rammed by a goat rescuing our trophy; Hiro been 
advised he needs to get Tinder!; and Evan “did 
good” on that final lap. 

Being based in Australia has not been a barrier 
for Ben with a real-time virtual connection to the 
club easy in the internet age. Ben stays in touch 
via Stephen Day’s weekly email update. The team 
helped create and maintain the team culture 

through other email contact. Ben recalls the post 
event email chain from the boys, which was “both 
humorous and humbling. Certainly the social 
events and culture of the club makes me proud 
to be a part of it, even if it is from a far.” Ben is also 
well aware of the great history and legacy of the 
club on the New Zealand athletics scene, as we 
celebrate our centenary year. Having so many 
members come together and run for various 
reasons beyond winning is what he loves most 
about Scottish. Ben was particularly grateful to 
Rees and Alan Stevens for manning the van (the 
latter a Scottish Senior Men’s A team tradition, 
well noted) and Todd and Grant for the support in 
bringing us all together to deliver the win on our 
centenary year.

To Rio?
And so now Ben has his sights set on Rio, and 
to this country’s potential benefit he wants 
to get there wearing the silver fern. Ben has 
already represented New Zealand at the World 
Half Marathon championships in 2014. Ben has 

National Road Relay success and camaraderie (photo: Sharon Wray)
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been gradually building a reputation at the top 
of the New Zealand rankings for four years now. 
He was ranked number one for the 10K (29:58) 
and half marathon in 2013 (1:04.12 Gold Coast 
PB) and then second with a PB 2:19.16 in 2014 
(Houston). These road times, combined with 
Ben’s strong run of mileage in 2015, including a 
strong 15K 45:22 at the City 2 Sea in Melbourne 
in November signal he is striking good form as 
he heads towards attempting to qualify for the 
Olympic marathon when he races in Houston, 
on 17 January 2016.  

New Zealand has not had a male marathon 
representative for more than a decade (Jonothan 
Wyatt and Dale Warrander at Athens in 2004). 
And while Athletics New Zealand has again set 
the bar particularly high for qualification - the 
“B” standard is 2:14 (the Australian B standard is 
the same as the IAAF standard of 2:17). Ben does 
have a real chance to make the time and take 
the New Zealand marathon spot if he can run 
at his best (the 1:04 signals this capability).  His 
competition for the spot is scarce with very few 
New Zealand marathoners currently capable of 
running faster. Unless, another debutante steps 
up to the distance, the closest competition 
currently is only England-based Paul Martelletti 
(2:17 in 2015) and Sam Wreford (who has run 
2:16 but not recently) as likely contenders at 
present.

While Ben has a serious Olympic goal on his 
mind he takes a refreshingly relaxed approach 
to pursuing that goal. His philosophy is focused 
on the process, the adventure, as much as the 
outcome. It is about “Having fun!” That’s the main 
foundation of my training. I’ve been running 

180-190K a week for about two months now. The 
way Ben approaches these runs breaks down 
some of the monotony of high level training. 
Ben explains that most sessions are just long 
runs with intervals throughout. Something like 
28K including 10 x 1K or 4 x 3K. Ben, “Sometimes 
I run along the river from my house to the 
middle of the CBD, get a coffee in split shorts 
and public transport home. I like to make it an 
adventure.” Essentially Ben makes all his training 
a form of extended speed play/adventure - a 
great tip for all of us.

Ben’s agent, former Wellingtonian and top class 
marathoner Derek Froude, has arranged for 
Ben to race the Houston Chevron Marathon. 
Houston attracts a high quality elite field with 
more than $200,000 in prize money. It is also 
the race where New Zealand’s last sub 2:11 
marathon was run (2:10.59 by Sean Wade in the 
lead-up to the Atlanta Olympics). The 2015 race 
was won by Birhanu Gedefa in 2:08 of Ethiopia 
and there were seven athletes under the New 
Zealand Olympic “B” standard qualifying time, so 
there is an opportunity to get in the mix and get 
dragged along if all goes well.

So, as you get into your New Year’s resolution 
training programme, spare a thought for your 
Scottish clubmate Ben Ashkettle as he lines up 
for a shot of Olympic glory on 2 January. We 
wish Ben all the very best.

Personal bests

5000m  13:55

10,000m  28:52

10K Road  29.54

Half marathon 1:04.12

Marathon  2:19.02

Making running an adventure
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Chasing the Rio Dream 
Alex Jordan: Sprinter

Hey Scottish Family,
For those of you who don’t know me I am Alex 
Jordan, one of the few and far between sprinters 
for who ply their trade in the summer instead of 
the winter for Wellington Scottish. Due to this 
I don’t get a chance to meet all of the Scottish 
family but boy do I have the utmost admiration 
and respect for those of you who are slogging it 
through the cold rain and Wellington wind over 
the road and cross country season. 
My vision and expectations are very simple, and 
that is to become the greatest sprinter In New 
Zealand’s history. The template I have made myself 
for achieving my vision is fairly simple and consists 
of three elements.

• National medals (of which I have five so far at 
the senior level);

• Times (my current PB is 46.40 in the 400m, 21.27 
in the 200m and 10.61 in the 100m);

• Performance at major international 
competitions such as the Olympics and World 
Championships.  

This leads me to where my next goal and aim lies: 
qualifying for the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio and 
with any luck break some key records and win 
some races along the way.  The qualifying times 
are 45.80 for the 400m and 20.60 in the 200m so 
literally only a click of my fingers away. 

In the pursuit of achieving next year’s goal my day 
to day life has changed drastically from what I eat 
and do, to how I think and act. A quick rundown 
on an average day of mine starts at 8am with a 
glass of water and 10-15 minutes stretching. My 
sports psychologist and I believe in setting the day 
up positively for yourself and for me that includes 
water and stretching. After this ritual and setting 
myself up for the day I head to University on the 
North Shore in Auckland where I study and go 
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to class until around 1pm. Another important 
aspect of the pursuit is finding balance in your life 
whether it may be some university studies or part 
time work (otherwise I would go absolutely mad). 

From 1pm until 5:30pm/6pm are training hours 
for me. This is based at the Millennium Institute 
and consists of a mixture of sprints, weights, 
aerobic work, lactic threshold runs and mobility. 
I complete this ritual six days a week with an 
average of 3-4 hours of active training per day. 
When I arrive home I eat and once again stretch 
and begin recovery aspects in my training so I am 
ready for the following day to do it all over again. 

Living like this isn’t glamorous or even that 
exciting, however it has taught me that humans 
can do anything they desire with persistence, 
structure and effort. For me it is sprinting but for 
someone else it may be the arts or business. No 
matter what the discipline or task, if you apply 
a simple and positive attitude any task can be 
achieved. And although my day to day life isn’t 
that of a rock star’s, I get to have the biggest 
thrill of them all when I line up in a filled stadium 
against seven other guys all striving for the same 
result, ready to absolutely bust their guts to do 
the simplest of actions. Run. 

Follow Alex more closely via his blog at:

www.alexjordan400m.wordpress.com

2015 Porritt Classic 100m

Renovations Alterations

Additions New Housing

Remote building (DOC huts)

 James Coubrough  |  0210411970 
A/H 5700027  |  coubskayak@hotmail.com

Qualified Tradesman
For all your building 

requirements
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WALKERS
John Leonard

The 2015 winter competitive walking season has 
been successful for Scottish walkers.  Once again we 
dominated the Wellington scene and performed 
well at a national level in the age group races.

The season started in April with the handicap Tearle 
Trophy race in Island Bay on a new course which 
was won by Philip Grimmett.   This was part of the 
Club’s Centenary celebrations and we started the 
race as close as we could to where the original run 
was held in 1915.

Scottish hosted the Ekiden Relay as Race Walk NZ’s 
National Championship Road Relay event in May 
at our fast course in Trentham which attracted 10 
teams.  The A division was won by Race Walking 
Auckland in 3 hours 43 minutes with Scottish third.  
The B division was won by Taranaki Race Walking 
with Scottish teams third and fourth. This popular 
event attracts more race walkers than any other race 
in the country.

In July the Club sent a team to the 5 x 10,000m 
Harry Kerr Relay in Auckland.   Our team was second 
behind Racewalking Auckland.  This annual trip is 
good for team building but as it is totally on the 
Mount Smart track it is not very popular and we are 
lucky we get a lot of commitment from the team 
members to show the club colours at a national 
level.

The Cole Land Cup handicap race was held at 
Queen’s Birthday weekend on the banks of the Hutt 

River as part of the Centenary celebrations along 
with the runner’s Ballantyne Memorial Cup race.  The 
Cole Land Cup was won by Linda Cameron.  

In June we held the first of the three 10km judged 
races at the GM course in Trentham.   There were 
19 athletes in the race with Peter Bailie winning the 
men’s race in 56:55 and Terri Grimmett winning the 
women’s race in 1:02.51. The second of the judged 
10km road races occurred in July at QE2 Park with 
13 athletes starting with Peter Bailie winning the 
men’s race in 56:36 and Terri Grimmett winning the 
women’s race. The third 10km judged race was the 
Wellington Centre Road Championships held at 
Trentham where 16 athletes started.  The men’s race 
was won by Peter Baillie in 55:39 from Sean Lake 
in 58:59 and Bob Gardner in 1:02.58. The women’s 
championship was won by Terri Grimmett in 
1:02:51.  We would like to thank all officials and Geoff 
Iremonger for course set up.  These races could not 
happen without the help of these people.

The Scottish All Rounder competition results from 
points awarded in accordance with placings in each 
of 9 races throughout the winter season.  These 
include 3 judged 10km races, 2 handicap races, 2 
turkey trots, and a half marathon.  The 2015 winner 
was Bob Gardner.

A number of Scottish walkers also attended the NZ 
Masters championships in Tauranga in February, the 
NZ Road championships in Tauranga in September, 
and the Oceania Master championships in 
Rarotonga in October.  Scottish members achieved 
good results in these events bringing home lots of 
medals.  

The performances at the New Zealand Road 
Championships at Tauranga in September where 

Team Updates

Tearle Trophy
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we provided more competitors than any other club 
were mixed.  The level of judging was harsh with 
all of our women walkers being disqualified by 
what can only be called an unbalanced panel 
of judges.  However if the better judges do not 
offer themselves the organisers can only appoint 
those who are prepared to travel and serve.  For 
Arlene, Daphne and Terri to be disqualified was 
unexpected and disappointing.

Our men all came home from the New Zealand 
championships with age group medals.  Sean 
Lake won the M40 10 km title in 1:01.41, Peter 
Baillie won the M65 title in 57:14 and Bob Gardner 
was second in the M60 with 1:04.15.  The course 
was not a fast one and most times were slower 
than expected.

The summer track season has started well with 
our walkers and judges supporting the regular 
races at Newtown Park and also travelling to 
Masterton and Palmerston North to gain lots of 
points in the Central Regional league meets.

SENIOR MEN
Stephen Day

I said to a few of the guys early this year that, 
with the centenary going on, others in the club 
had the big job of highlighting and valuing our 
history but the senior men’s job was to get the job 

done in the present. And they did a marvellous 
job.

Starting the beginning of the season our club 
successfully defended the Shaw Baton for the 
twentieth time - an unprecedented winning 
streak. We also won the University Relay, Bays 
Relay and NZ Road Relay. 

Scottish senior men won every individual 
interclub title (Tim Hodge - Vosseler Shield, 
Wellington Cross Country Championship and 
Wellington Mountain Championship, Evan 
Cooper - Dorne Cup, and Nick Horspool - 
Wellington Road Championship) and we picked 
up every podium placing except for two at those 
events too.

We won the team events at all those interclub 
event events except the Vosseler Shield - and 
we lost that by the slimmest of margins, despite 
second-place-getter James Richardson being 
disqualified through no fault of his own, and 
many of our other top runners on the sidelines 
as they prepared for the national half marathon 
champs.  

At those half marathon champs our Scottish team 
comfortably beat University of Canterbury and 
New Brighton Olympic to take the title. 

And just weeks ago the men retained the national 
teams marathon title as well. 

Apart from the Vosseler Shield, Scottish senior men 
currently hold every piece of team silverware that a 
Wellington club could hold.

Tim at Wellington Cross Country

Team Updates
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As has often been the case in recent years the senior 
men have had remarkable depth. 

Many new guys have come into the club this 
season and had good results throughout the 
winter - like Ben Twyman, Bert Prendergast, Josh 
Smith, Allister Meffan, Donal Hanratty, Geoff Ferry, 
Andrew Thompson, Allan Brent, Hiro Tanimoto, 
Timothy Judge, Jon Kelso, Todd Woods and Matt 
Gibbons. 

John Earles had a breakthrough season and will be a 
contender at national events next year. 

Established leaders in the squad like Scott Ryland, 
Jamie White, Alasdair Saunders, Andy Ford, Ben 
Winder and Nick Whalley have all had impressive 
races. 

I reckon all that depth and the certainty that 
everyone in the club has someone to match them 
in a friendly rivalry has been the key to the year’s 
success.  

Team Updates

Donal making his mark at Dorne John Earles drives for the line

Cam McKay reflects on his first Vosseler experience. Will there be a second?
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JUNIOR MASTERS MEN (40-49)
Michael Wray

The M40s finished the season with a return to 
glory, exorcising the ghosts of recent road relays, 
and reclaiming the national title last held in 
2011. It helped having reinforcements from the 
coming-of-age crew who joined our ranks just 
in time for the big day – Andrew Wharton, Matt 
Dravitzki and Paul Barwick. Savour those gold 
medals boys; they don’t happen every year.

Stephen Day has also joined the M40s but remains 
in Peter Pan mode with the talent to stay in the SM, 
for whom he also won gold.

Despite the glory with which we finished the 
season, it started with disappointment when we 
lost the Shaw Baton title to Olympic. Taking the 
beers by returning to winning ways at Varsities 

softened the blow, Brendan Thompson running 
scared in the final lap under increasing pressure 
from a fast-closing Mike Waterman.

Michael Wray warmed up for Vosseler by running 
in the NZ Mountain Champs in Nelson, winning 
the M45 grade and finishing third in the M35-49 
bracket.

It was good practice as Michael then won 
Vosseler, a few minutes ahead of Simon Keller in 
second place. Gerard Gordon finished high in the 
standings too and we won the teams for the sixth 
consecutive year.

Karl Woodhead became the centre champion 
at the Wellington Mountain Running Champs, 
negotiating the tricky and technical course in 
Wainui.

Team Updates

Stephen and John find road champs to be hard work MMA

Simon finishing on the podium at Vosseler

Evan Cooper seals the win
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A cold Christchurch hosted the National Half 
Marathon Champs, where Carl Hastings ran a PB. 
Michael won gold in the M45s (plus bronze in the 
M35-49 championship bracket) and Jim Jones took 
the silver M45 medal.

At Dorne, Michael and Todd finished in silver and 
bronze positions (behind Josh Campbell). Jim Jones 
and Simon Keller claimed the last two team spots 
and once again we won to make that six in a row.

Bill Twiss started strong at the Wellington Cross 
Country Champs in Waikanae, leading for almost 
3km. He couldn’t quite hold on to that position, 
finishing in fourth. We swept the podium, Michael 
in gold, Todd in silver and Simon in bronze to 
record a perfect score in the teams (seven in a 
row for that one).

At National Cross Country, Michael contested a 
fierce battle for silver and won that battle, almost 
nicking gold from Kerry Faas who won M45 by just 
two seconds.

Returning to team events, it was our sixth 
consecutive win at Bays Relays. The road signalled a 
return to form for Todd, who enjoyed a good tussle 
with Michael at centre champs in Wainui before 
pulling away for a convincing win. 

Paul Barwick celebrated his newly-minted-40s status 
by running an intelligent race, leaving Michael and 
Todd alone, to come from deep and claim silver.  
Michael and Bill contributed team spots as we won 
that contest, again, for the sixth consecutive year.

Team Updates

King of the Mountain Karl Woodhead (who needs a 
new singlet)

A return to gold medal form for Todd

A strong entry to the masters ranks for Paul

Victory for Michael at Wellington Cross Country
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The Athletics Wellington Championship Series, 
which averages your finishing position in all four 
individual harrier races, concluded with Michael 
Wray winning gold and Simon Keller winning silver.

Illness struck down Michael at National Roads so it 
was left to Bill to represent the troops. He ran well to 
out-kick John Caie to the M45 silver medal. Andrew 
Wharton became our latest team member and 
celebrated his graduation by picking up the M40 
bronze after taking advantage of the accomplished 
Michael Pugh blowing up spectacularly in the final 
lap.  

The final road race of the season was the National 
Marathon Champs. Carl Hastings and Paul Barwick 
threw in some new PBs, with Paul adding the M40 
silver to his growing collection of bling. 

MATURE MASTERS MEN (50+)
Bob Stephens

Whilst the ageing process is shown up in calendar 
years, these over-50s and over-60s and even over-
70s and 80s, still retain their youthful zeal. We even 
get better value for our subscriptions as we are out 
on the course for a bit longer as our running times 
tend to be a bit longer. Normally back last from the 
pack runs, but still covering the same distance, we 
are normally the ones seen to be catching up on our 
fluids, with the Hop Garden as the favourite resort. 
And, of course, none of this applies to James Turner, 
who seems to prefer mixing it with his younger 
colleagues, and Phil Sadgrove who has wistful 
memories of his glory days.

Again, apart from the aforementioned James and 
Phil, the O50s were a disappointing bunch, not 
quite realising that the main competition is to see 
who is at the back of the pack on the start line. The 
Chocolate Fish award, surely now the pre-eminent 
club award, went to James, but only marginally 
ahead of Don Stevens and John Gardiner who 
showed that attendance at races is a prime pre-
requisite for overall performance. A couple only 
seemed to have intermittent attendance, which 
was demonstrated when an O50 team could not be 
raised for the National Road Relay. It won’t be long 
before a couple of Junior masters enter that grade 
as they reach maturity, and a strong team could well 
emerge but they have already lost merchandising 
guru Ian Stronach and Marshall Clark to the Senior 
ranks.

Bill Twiss at National Road Champs

Phil looks wistful in Waikanae

Andrew Wharton making a splash!

Team Updates
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JT took the Club Championship, not letting 
anyone else get a look-in, and at the same time 
keeping his eyes peeled for budding tri-athletes: 
there seems to be something in the running 
style of those who also take part in bikes and 
swim events that can be recognised by those in 
the know.

The O60s showed their wisdom, built up over 
many years of experience, and how to overcome 
injuries, plus having only grown-up kids to care 
for (or grandchildren), and could enter two teams 
for the National Road relay – please don’t look at 
the results – and certainly bulked many a field. 
It is great that the officials have recognised our 
second childhood by allowing the Junior Men 
and Women to compete in the same race as 
us – pity we never see them except at the start 
line. Sometimes we have the joy of having the 
company of the SW and MWs.

Team Updates

James Turners

Jonathon finds time for a post-race nap after leg two at National Road Relays
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Jonathon Harper, who has done an excellent 
job in looking after the J-team, was sometimes 
allowed to escape from those duties, resulting 
in a win in the Club Championships, but his 
J-team duties meant that he could not win the 
Chocolate Fish award, which went to the relatively 
young Ross Lake. There were some excellent 
performances from Richard Brent and Graeme 
Lear, but Graeme seemed to think that driving 
down from Gisborne too often was just a step too 
far, while Richard seemed to prefer training.

But the last word must go to Methuselah 
Michael Browne who is still on the stage 
after 85 years on the road and track, plus his 
renowned painting ability, and his youthful 
friend Colin McLachlan. Neither can said to be 
game changers anymore, but they are still out 
there despite various afflictions. The Island Bay 
relay was a classic when Stephen day passed 
the baton on to young Christine Gardner, who 
passed it onto Michael for the glory lap, with 
Michael running strongly into the wind using his 
bulky frame to power through the gale.

SENIOR WOMEN
Amanda Broughton

We had some enthusiastic new members come 
on board this year; Senna Fourt-Wells, Jess Kikstra, 
Natalie Hardaker, Rosalind Poulgrain and just recently 
Hermaleigh Townsley. These women all made their 
mark in both the XC and road races this year and I’m 
looking forward to seeing what they all achieve next 
season.

The Cross Country season saw the Scottish Senior 
Women take out first placed team in the Shaw 
Baton relay in April, University Relays in May, and 
Bays Relays to make it three from three with the 
relays. Over the XC season Scottish SW also placed 
first team in Dorne Cup and Vosseler.

Nicole Mitchell is the Wellington Road and XC 
Champion for 2015 after winning both titles 
and going on to place third at the National XC 
championship.

Team Updates

Graeme Lear in a medal winning run at NZ XC Running two lap course at Vosseler

Nicole up with the leaders at National XC

Still running strong!
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At the national 10km Championships in Tauranga 
we had three of the SW in the Wellington regional 
team. Tina Harris came in eighth place after a break 
away from racing, Nicole Mitchell was close behind 
in ninth place and Amanda Broughton in 16th.

National Road Relays in Akaroa were a struggle this 
year trying to get together enough numbers for a 
team. We had a few speedy masters women step up 
to help and managed to place seventh overall. Sierra 
Ryland earned the baton as MVP on the day with a 
PB on the downhill in lap seven.

The performances of this season for me were 
Nicole’s winning 10km at the Wellington Regional 
champs in Wainui, running a solo race and a minute 
PB on her previous time. Also Sierra Ryland’s gutsy 
effort in the P-Team Mountain champs, putting 
away beers, taking the Strava CR on the Tip Track 
and putting a few minutes on Scott in the final 
kilometres to take both the women’s and the 
Ryland’s titles.

JUNIOR MEN & WOMEN  
Our W18/20 and M18/20 sections are somewhat 
lacking in numbers this past season with most of our 
members in these age groups saving themselves for 
track season.

Jess Kikstra enjoyed a successful cross country 
season, winning her section of the Vosseler Shield by 
several minutes. She followed this with bronze at the 
Dorne Cup, losing to visiting out of town athletes 
and only just missing out on silver to a fast finishing 
Briley Zimmerman from Wanganui. Jess also won 
the W20 section of the Wellington Cross Country 
Champs. Jess also turned out for the victorious 
senior women’s team in the Bays Relays.

Megan Willis had a busy season, competing in all 
the races, finishing second at Vosseler just ahead of 
Christina Gardner. Megan also won the W18 club 
championships ahead of Becky Hawthorne and 
joined the JM team for Bays Relays. 

Megan’s persistence culminated in her winning gold 
in the Athletics Wellington Winter Series, while Jess’ 
absence from Road Champs cost her a chance of 
gold and meant she had to settle for silver.

Liam Corkery was another busy junior, running in 
every race throughout the season and winning the 
M18 section of Club Champs. 

The ever-present Harry Burnard saw off Ryan Hunt 
in the M20 Club Champs. Harry was denied second 
place in the Vosseler by not paying his subs a couple 
of days after the registration deadline for timing chip 

Team Updates

Jess in winning form at Waikanae Liam laying down his claim for the Club Champs
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activation by Athletics Wellington. He claimed the 
bronze medal at Dorne and the silver at Wellington 
Cross Country and Wellington Road Champs, 
earning the chance to represent Wellington at 
Nationals.

MASTERS WOMEN
Lindsay Barwick

The season started on a high for the masters 
women, with Jackie Mexted winning the Masters 
Womens National Title in the National Mountain 
Running Champs and being selected to represent 
NZ in the World Mountain Champs in Wales.

The cross country season went well with some great 
winning team performances in the Shaw Baton, 
University Relays and Vosseler Shield. There was a 
very welcome but short entry into the masters ranks 
during the cross country for Emily Solsberg prior to 
baby number two.

The Vosseler Shield was certainly about two 
races - for those who chose to do one lap, 
there were notable performances from Michele 
Allison and Lyn Clark who were 2nd and 3rd 
respectively in the W50. Those who chose to 
do two laps - Tricia Sloan finishing just ahead 
of Melissa Moon. Maybe the two-lapper will 
become more popular amongst the female 
ranks next year!

The Dorne Cup produced some medal winning 
performances from Lindsay Barwick 3rd (W35) and 
Lyn Clark 2nd (W50) in what proved to be a great 
season for Lyn.

Wellington Cross Country saw Rachael Cunningham 
leading the masters contingent with Christine 
Carleton and Helen Willis both medalling in the W50 
category.

The Wellington Mountain Champs had a good 
contingent with our ladies bringing home 
more bling - Bev Hodge 1st W50, Jackie Mexted 
2nd SW, Pam Graham 3rd W50 and Jo Badham 
3rd W35.

Jackie Mexted proudly represented NZ at the World 
Mountain Champs in Wales and did an absolutely 
sterling job with a little bit of drama thrown in for 
good measure, suffering from wobbly leg syndrome 
in the latter stages!  Awesome work Jackie.

Christine Carleton just missed out on a medal at the 
North Island Champs. Jenny Mason had a stellar run 
finishing 1st in her age group.

Team Updates

Ryan Hunt in action at Dorne

Jackie finds a hill at Shaw Baton 

Lyn Clark starts a good season at Shaw Baton
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Our masters team comfortably won the bays relay 
- well done to Lindsay Barwick, Tricia Sloan, Jackie 
Mexted, Rachael Cunningham and Melissa Moon.

Jeltsje Keizer had a great run in the Baudinet Cup - 
running herself into contention for the MWA team 
at road relays. Karen Ward had a super day winning 
the handicap race and no doubt drank tea out of her 
trophy to celebrate! Others to beat the handicapper 
included newcomer Gayle Kaiwai at Eastbourne 
with Claire Jennings close behind, Pam Graham on 
the waterfront and Lyn Clark at Lower Hutt.

In the Wellington Road Champs at Wainuiomata, 
Helen Willis proved consistent with 3rd in the W50 
5k event. Lindsay Barwick managed a silver (W35) in 
the 10k event.

At the National Road Champs in Tauranga, the 
masters field was a little weaker than in previous 
years which gave the Wellington team a 1,2,3 in the 
W40 with Lindsay Barwick sneaking a bronze.

On to National Road Relays and what a great 
achievement for the MWA team to make it five wins 
in a row. What a great day, a wonderful team spirit 
and lots of ribbons and glitter. A great finale to the 
season - roll on Rotorua!

An international flavour was added by Christine 
Jones who had a great experience running the 
Berlin marathon, and Sharon Wray who came back 
from the Oceania Champs in Rarotonga with a 
bagful of medals.

On a final note of what has been an awesome 
season for the Scottish Masters as a team and 
individually; a big congratulations to Katie Kemp for 
winning the Auckland marathon and becoming the 
National Marathon Champion - what an amazing 
race and a great note to end the season.

J TEAM 
Jonathon Harper

We had a bumper season with more medals than 
I can ever recall before, and the new registrations 
continued right into the track season!

New young girl Jess Haldane won almost 
everything she entered. She took out the U9 
Wellington Road gold medal most of her kids 
cross country races and the Pelorus Trust one 
mile race then won the last club trophy at the 
Tannadees.

Scarlett is a young U11 but also smashed all 
opposition in her Kids cross races.

Team Updates

Jenny sets a new age-group record at NIXC

Lindsay Barwick wins Bronze in Tauranga

Start of the Wellington Cross Country
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There were three special J Team events enjoyed 
by all: The FRENZY relays at Owhiro Bay, The 
100 year Centenary 100x1mile relay - where 
there was a great battle between Scarlett and 
Aidan; and the BEACH OLYMPICS that finally got 
going this year. This was a huge success and 
emphasized one of our J Team key ideas: having 
FUN! 

For our Steeplechase there was even a 
Maori trench to jump over and Wellington 
Steeplechase Champ (and J Team parent) 
Stephen Day devised a great water obstacle 
through the surf! This one came down to a close 
sprint at the end between Maaike, Scarlett and 
Ava whose long legs gave her that vital 2cm 
difference!

Team Updates

Beach Olympic fun!

Jess enjoying the Beach Olympics
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Race start. I felt like I had to pinch myself (again). 
Looking down at my race singlet, there they were, 
those resonating words: New Zealand. Surreal yet 
at the same time it felt satisfyingly fitting. Here I 
was, standing on the start line of the 2015 World 
Mountain Running championships on the other 
side of the world on a beautiful hot sunny day, just 
days after turning 40 and actually living out a deep 
down and private, almost fanciful lifelong dream to 
represent my country.

I’d had time to ponder over recent months, the 
realisation of what a great journey this had been. 
From a freckle faced tomboy forever climbing 
trees, with a love of cycling or running everywhere 
(and often seen running into the local bush or 
forest with my best friend, as we made a hasty exit 
after delving in some kind of innocent childhood 
mischief!). And now it seems fitting as an adult, 
having pursued a love of running hills and in nature, 
doing road running, dabbling in cross country and 
now in recent months, trying my hand at Mountain 
running.

Being a part of the NZ mountain running team, 
representing our country and Wellington Scottish, 
was truly an incredible and very valuable experience 
with much learned from it and one that I will forever 
be very proud to be a part of.

This year, the world’s best mountain runners from 
33 different countries, descended on Llandudno, 
a welsh seaside resort town and Betws-y-Coed, 
for a week-long festival of mountain running, 
beginning with an official flag bearing opening 
ceremony representing all participating countries 
and culminating in the world championship races 
on 19 September. Sharing in this experience were 
fellow Scottish members Stephen Day, Tim Hodge 
and overseas member Angela Leck, forming part of 

a nine strong team, and along with our supporters, 
was truly a great bunch of people to be away with. 

The race location of Betws-y-Coed, a village in the 
Conwy valley, north-west Wales, nestled in the 
Snowdonia National Park was stunning. Picturesque 
stone and slate bridges and 19th century buildings 
made up of shops, cafes and hotels, were 
surrounded by wild rocky mountains, cascading 
rivers, glacial lakes and green and lush forest. 

Now back to business. An up and down and 
fast championship course was on the cards this year, 
consisting of 4.2km laps, climbing a steep +/-239m 
per lap, 8.9km total for women, 13km for men and 
4.7km for the juniors. 

In the men’s race, Stephen Day would celebrate his 
40th birthday in style with a standout performance, 
as well as being the first Kiwi home. Adding to this 
he had also convincingly secured a bronze medal in 
the World’s Masters Champs the week prior.

Back to the start of the Senior Women’s 
race. Ushered out of the ‘holding pen’ for the 
final count and to the start line. The countdown is 
on, there’s a brief silence…The gun goes off and 
everyone launches off. After a very fast and jostling 
start along the flat road section, as we began our first 
ascent up the wide stony track, I settled into a good 
rhythm, vaguely aware of the sounds of cheering 
spectators and bells to spur us on. I was struck with 
the thought of how pretty darn special it was to be 
surrounded by and focused on overtaking countries 
rather than club vests! 

I gradually worked my way past a few runners and 
found myself on the heels of NZ team member 
Sally Gibbs, as we began a zigzag climb up a 
narrow uneven bush track, dodging the multitude 
of slippery slate stone and rocks. Sally took a brief 

Jackie Mexted

2015 
World Mountain 
Running Champs
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stumble at the top of the first climb, so I found 
myself first Kiwi at the first checkpoint (2km) along 
the flatter/undulating section (with a stunning lake 
and forest as a back drop). At this time I was in 37th 
place overall out of 67 competitors.

Climbing is for me a real strength and I lack 
experience in downhill running, so a few places 
were lost on the downhill (including being passed 
by Sally who was now pulling away). However I then 
used my strength on the second uphill and was 
once again pulling in Sally, who was now only a few 
metres in front.

Overall I was having a great race, feeling strong 
and I continued to push it very hard, giving my all, 
through the last km on the final downhill section.  
This is where the race plan fell apart, with my earlier 

effort taking its toll, my legs simply stopped working 
with 50 metres to go, crashing into the finishing 
straight barriers (Vaile said it closely resembled a 
Craig Barrett or Julie Moss style collapse). At this 
point I was not far behind Sally, second Kiwi and in 
about 43rd place, but my ‘sit down’ lost a few places 
and a bit of time. I was thoroughly determined to 
get over that finish line (in my head, I would have 
crawled if necessary!), and I was rapt to finish in 56th 
place.

I gave it everything on race day and overall am very 
proud of my run – I had no doubt about whether I 
pushed hard enough!  However, the memories that 
will always be the most clear are accomplishing that 
sporty kid’s dream.

2015 NZ Mountain Running Team
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For our masters athletes, one of the 
biennial highlights is a chance to 
participate in the Oceania Masters 
Athletics Championships.
The hosting rotates between Australia, New 
Zealand and the Pacific Islands. This time it 
was the turn of the latter and the island to be 
awarded the Championships was Rarotonga, 
which last hosted in 2004.

In 2004 Rarotonga had only a grass track on 
which to offer competition. Since then a modern 
all-weather athletics stadium has been built. It’s 
a little smaller than is traditional, with only six 
lanes and no pole vault facilities, but otherwise 
an excellent venue for competition.

Six Scottish masters made the trip and 
represented both NZ and the club well in their 
endeavours. To be fair, the level of competition 
was markedly weaker than normal. This can 
be attributed to two main factors: holding the 
championships so early in the season makes 
it less attractive to many and placing the 
event only six weeks after the World Masters 
Championships meant many of the better 
athletes were not available for another trip 
so soon. As a result, the likes of Michael and 
Bill, who would “only” expect to be contesting 
for age-group honours, found themselves 
contesting outright wins instead. And others not 
used to chasing medals came away with bling of 
their own.

Rarotonga welcomed the Wellington athletes 
by offering homely conditions – wind and rain. 
The rain settled down initially but made regular 
return visits as the week progressed and the 
wind gradually died down after day one.

For some reason, Cook Island Athletics 
compressed the competition schedule down to 
six days. They did this in 2004 too, whereas other 
host centres schedule the event to take place 
over nine or ten days. 

Barbara Morrison, Daphne Jones and Johnny 
Hines were the first of our members to compete. 
The first event of the Champs was the 10km 
Road Walk at 7am on Day One. Unfortunately for 
those wanting a racing spectacle, the reduced 
numbers was very evident in the walking 
fields where merely finishing guaranteed a 
medal. John took gold as the sole M75, Barb 
claimed bronze and Daphne beat her Australian 
competition to claim gold.

2015/16 
Oceania Masters Champs Michael Wray

Sharon staying ahead in the 5000m
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In the evening, Sharon Wray, Michael Wray and 
Bill Twiss contested the 5000m. In the W50 
5000m, there was a wide range of abilities. The 
clear winner was Australian Elizabeth Slattery, 
who finished first woman overall. Sharon, in just 
her second 5000m ever, found herself well clear 
of third place Karen Archer from Victoria to pick 
up silver. In the M30-59 race, Michael and Bill 
set the pace. Bill, hoping Michael would be tired 
after arriving directly from Road Relays, kept the 
pressure on Michael for the first three kilometres. 
Michael stretched out a lead before relaxing to 
claim first overall and the M45 gold medal, while 
Bill was second overall with third place (a M35) 
some 24 seconds behind.

The evening of day two presented the 800m. 
Only Michael and Bill competed on this day and 
were pleased to see the day’s rain dry up. The 
younger age groups were put together and this 
made for a good race overall. Michael led from 
M40 Andrew Sexton with M35 Dwight Grieve 
and Bill lined up behind to the bell. Andrew 
attempted to take the lead on the back straight 
but a surge and kick from Michael allowed him 
to defend the lead and claim the win in 2:12. Bill 
finished in 2:17 to claim M45 silver and fourth 
place overall.

There wasn’t much time to recover for the 800m 
runners, with the cross country scheduled for 

8am on Day Three. The cross country course 
was an unexciting loop around the gold course 
of a fraction over 2km. No jumps, no hills and 
no mud. The rain had been falling heavily since 
the evening before so the course had softened 
enough to make spikes desirable. Before the 
men ran at 8am, the women had the course at 
7am. Sharon was our sole representative in this 
race, claiming the W50 silver medal. There was 
some excitement when the W50 leader misread 
the course on her second lap and had to re-run 
the whole lap but was far enough ahead to just 
stay out of reach. 

The men’s cross country proceeded with a 
similar result to the 5000m. Michael claimed the 
lead from the start and gradually stretched it 
out to the finish, to secure first overall and the 
M45 gold. Bill won the M45 silver medal but let 
M35 Dwight Grieve get away in second place 
overall. Michael, Dwight and Bill, as the first three 
finishers, easily won the team gold for NZ.

Bill almost claimed a 5000m PB

Michael leads the charge to the finish in the 800m

Bill navigating Rarotonga golf course
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Despite it being a running event and Johnny 
being known for his walking exploits nowadays, 
Johnny Hines contested the M75 race and his 
last place overall still allowed him to win M75 
bronze!

At the track that evening, Barb and Daphne 
repeated their 10km results by claiming bronze 
and gold in the 5000m Track Walk.

The fourth day brought the 1500m and one of 
the more “interesting” days for racing incidents. 
Sharon lined up for her first ever 1500m, taking 
out some rivals with a strong finish to claim W50 
silver. The event was running behind schedule 
by the time Michael and Bill were racing, so 
the competition went from running races in 10 
year age bands to combining several groups. It 
meant a crowded start and after some elbow-
action in the first few metres, Michael tucked in 
behind a fast starting M35. Michael then took 
the lead, with Bill in close attendance. The two 
swapped the lead between themselves every 
half lap. It was all building up to a great finish but 
unfortunately an incident with a back-marker 

being lapped settled the race 120 metres early. 
Michael was on the inside and trying to defend 
from Bill on his shoulder. The two were moving 
fast, not expecting to see a lapped runner in 
the 1500m blocking the first lane. With Bill on 
his shoulder, Michael had to try and squeeze 
past and instead hit a stray elbow from the 
backmarker. Bill took full advantage and kicked 
while Michael was still recovering momentum. 
Bill ran a PB to claim first place overall, while 
Michael dejectedly jogged to the finish for M45 
silver but third place overall, slipping behind the 
first M35 runner. It took a month for Michael’s 
arm, which turned an ugly shade of purple and 
black, to return to normal colour!

Daphne Jones was the sole Scottish walker in 
action on day five with the 3000m Track Walk, 
maintaining her dominance over Australian 
Lynne Shickert for her third W70 gold medal.

By now Bill and Michael were feeling the 
fatigue and both were called up for the relays 
later that evening. With a 400m to go as well, 
Bill decided to withdraw from the 3000m 
Steeplechase, allowing Michael to claim M45 
gold at a canter. Michael still did enough to win 

Johnny ‘runs’ the cross country

Daphne in the 3000m Track Walk
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overall but it was not fast. Sharon then ran the 
2000m Steeplechase, her first ever. The pre-race 
favourite in the W50s was struggling with injury 
so Sharon maintained a good cadence and 
vaulting technique to win her age group.

After withdrawing from the Steeples, Bill lined 
up for the 400m. As a middle and long distance 
runner, it was a brave decision to take on the 
sprinters. There was indeed a marked difference 

between the 400m specialists and our man but 
he still took the M45 silver medal.

The track racing finished with the relays. Michael 
and Bill were in the same medley relay team, 
alongside fellow Wellingtonian Gary Rawson 
and Aucklander Seelan Ramiah. Gary and Seelan 
ran the first two legs of 200m, then handed over 
to Bill for the 400m with Michael running the 
800m to finish. Michael was grateful to receive 
a lead to defend and the boys won gold, seven 
seconds ahead of Australia with Cook Islands 
further back in bronze.

That left the final day, Day Six, with the half 
marathon. Typically, the Oceania Masters half 
marathon has two types of competitor: the 
tired runner who has been competing at track 
all week and the half runner who has saved 

Sharon vaulting in to the all too warm water

Scottish make up half the winning medley relay team
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themselves for this event. The latter tend to run 
reasonable times and do well, while the former 
run times much slower than normal and are 
hanging on for the finish. This time everyone 
was tired. In the rain and heat, despite the early 
morning start, conditions were humid. It felt like 
a full marathon and no-one was running fast. 

We ran on the road, navigating a double out-
and-back loop twice. With the rain and the 
local fauna scattered across the road on one 
side, it was a slippery surface that required care. 
Especially with the roaming, albeit friendly, dogs 
seeing competitors as potential playmates.

M35 Dwight Grieve took the early lead, followed 
by Bill. Michael held back some way behind for 
the first few kilometres. At about 7.5km, Michael 
passed Bill and moved into the lead around the 
8km mark. The rest of the race was uneventful 
and this finishing order remained the same to 
the finish. It was a repeat of the cross country, 
where Michael, Dwight and Bill swept the teams 
gold for NZ.

Just as he did with the cross country, Johnny 
Hines entered the half marathon and walked his 
way to a medal even beating M75 rival George 
Caddie (who was running, albeit slowly) to the 
silver medal.

Sharon started the half marathon, despite 
nursing some niggles, intending to do her bit for 

the NZ woman’s team. Unfortunately she fell out 
of medal contention by half way and decided to 
play it safe by withdrawing.

We now have to wait a bit for the next Oceania 
Champs. The 2017/18 edition will return to a 
more conventional time of the mid to second 
half of track season and are scheduled for 
January 2018. It is NZ’s turn in the rotation and 
the Champs are heading south to Otago, where 
Dunedin will play host. This time there will be no 
clash with another major championship, so with 
the return to a more palatable timing, we can 
expect the level of competition to be of a higher 
quality. 

 

Not the easiest half and glad to see the finish line in 
first place

Johnny Hines in the half marathon
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Hi Everyone,
Wow isn’t this year flying by.......
Just a reminder of some of the amazing 
deals we have. Below is just a wee 
sample of some our great deals.
Remember to feel free to give us a ring or email 
if you have any questions on our stock or if you 
would like us to courier your shoes direct to the 
door.  It’s no problem and easy enough to do 
and makes it nice and painless for you :)

We also have a great range of spikes for the 
upcoming track season in an awesome range of 
colours.

Also we have a couple of new brands. One is 
Under Armour which most will be aware of.  The 
other is a brand called Fitwear, which is a new 
exciting brand for us.

So pop in and see all the new ranges!

Cheers

Karen
Lifestyle Sports
24 Main Road, Tawa 04 2329861

Rolysmith2@hotmail.com

Karen’s Corner

MIZUNO MEN’S 
PARADOX 
RRP $280 
NOW $149

MIZUNO WOMEN’S 
ENIGMA 
RRP $300 
NOW $149

MIZUNO MEN’S 
ENIGMA 
RRP $300 
NOW $149
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Michael Wray

RUNBELL
Summer is here and for your short 
to medium training runs, Oriental 
Parade beckons. What could be better? 
Wellington on a good day, the flat 
harbour surface still as glass, a flat 
and fast route to run tempo runs from 
Freyberg Pool to the Miramar cutting and 
back again. What could go wrong?

Except it’s summer and the whole of Wellington 
has had the same idea. About going down to 
Oriental Parade – not running tempo cruise 
intervals. The pavement is full of meandering 
pedestrians clutching ice creams (with eyes 
only for their iphones or the harbour views) and 
customers of The Enormous Crocodile Company 
with their unpredictable sterring. Plus the cyclists 
on the pavement, despite the bike lane being a 
mere half metre to the side (why do they do that?) 
or weekend strollers walking abreast across the 
entire footpath unaware of your fast approach.

In my experience, people are happy to move 
over while you pass – well, apart from those 
outlaw cyclists. The trick is to give them sufficient 
warning they will recognise as an alert.

Slide Runbell onto your index and middle finger. 
Adjust with the removable silicone inserts. Reach 
with your thumb, and push the hammer forward 
or pull to the side. Release, and enjoy Runbell’s 
signature ching!
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Last year I noticed a Kickstarter Campaign for 
something called a runbell. Intrigued by the 
idea, I pitched in and in return received two 
runbells in time for last summer, one men’s sized 
for me and one women’s sized for Sharon. Each 
one comes with different sized silicon inserts, 
allowing it be comfortable for small fingers, large 
fingers and any inbetween.

Who says runners can’t be romantic?

I’ve found it works far better than yelling out 
“runner coming through” – something that 
tends to be ignored in the general noise. The 
bell seems to be a sound that generates an 
instant alertness, probably the person you’re 
approaching thinking they’re about to be taken 
out by one of those crazy cyclists!

Check them out at http://run-bell.com/

Quality Tiling in 
all Domestic and 

Commercial areas

Certified Wet Area 
Waterproofing

Call Dave Ward
0800 TO TILE 

(86 8453)
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Simple 
Hydration Bottle
This gadget/gizmo is one that 
Rees Buck put me onto, having 
been involved as a race team 
member when they were in their 
Kickstarter phase.
It’s a drink bottle to take out on your long 
run, but with a difference. You don’t carry it in 
your hand – throwing off your running into 
an asymmetrical form with a single stiff arm. 
And you don’t have to wear a fuel belt around 
your midriff, which often give people issues 
with bouncing bottles or the feeling of an 
encumbered midriff. 

The creator says:

“I had the idea for a new water bottle 
design on a sweltering summer day 
while training for the Louisville 
Ironman Triathlon. I was sweating and 
wishing I didn’t have to hold water 
in my hands or carry it on a bulky 
hydration belt. Then I wondered: What 
if the bottle was shaped to fit into a 
waistband or race belt?”
The bottle tucks into the back of your shorts 
when you run. The shape means it has a hook 
or lip that sits on top of the waistband of 
your shorts, while the bottle itself goes inside 
the waistband .The shape of the bottle is 
ergonomically designed to match the arch of the 
small of your back, providing a comfortable fit.

I’ve been waiting for summer to come round so I 

can get to a long run in hot conditions where I 
might want to take some fluids out with me to 
test one of these bottles. Summer has arrive but 
I’m recuperating from an injury and been unable 
to test the bottle.

Most of the reviews I have read online from people 
who have been able to test it are positive. My 
biggest concern would be the potential for chafing 
but in all the reviews I have found, only one person 
reported that experience. It turned out to be the 
way the middle seam in the bottle was set in the 
early batches – the manufacturer says they have 
now added an additional 
heat flashing step to the 
production process to 
minimize and soften the 
seam. 

Some runners report 
being uncomfortable 
with the back of their 
shorts being pulled out 
and are self-conscious 
about the visible gaps. 
The manufacturer says 
the rounded edges of 
the bottle are intended 
to maximise cover 
(privacy) through 
making the bottle 
an inch in profile to 
minimise any gap size. 
They also note that 
female runners often 
elect to place the 
bottle in a sports bra, 
rather than their shorts. 
Although I have yet to run with the bottle, trying 
it on I don’t feel as though there is an issue.

If you want to check them out, visit   
www.simplehydration.com.

Michael Wray
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Runners have long used heart 
rate measurement as part of their 
training. Whether measuring 
resting heart rate as a guide to 
overall fitness or for signs of 
overtraining, measuring exertion 
heart rate to use a reference of 
effort or progress in training, 
reviewing racing heart rates – 
there’s quite enough information to 
be derived from this one metric to 
keep the stat geeks happy.
While there are several myths around heart 
rate and exercise (e.g. the existence of the so-
called fat burning zone at 60-75% of max HR 
is a lie, it’s just easier to exercise for longer at a 
lower effort level so you could theoretically go 
longer and burn more calories - #1), the reality 

for many of us is that tracking stats such as HR 
makes it easier to stay motivated.

Traditionally, if you want to know heart rate you 
wear a heart rate chest strap. Heart rate straps 
have some drawbacks and for those people an 
optical wrist band device might be the solution.

Running watches that have inbuilt optical HR 
include the Garmin FR225 and FR235.  There are 
also enumerable fitness trackers that use optical 
HR but without the GPS functionality for running 
metrics, while Mio have a wrist-band HR sensor 
(the Mio Link) intended to provide data to be 
read by another device (e.g. to simply replace a 
chest strap). 

OPTICAL 
HEART RATE 

SENSORS

A typical chest strap (this one from Polar)

Garmin’s newer watches with optical HR built-in 
(FR225 & FR235)
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Optical HR monitors work by shining light 
into the skin and measuring the amount of 
light that is scattered by blood flow. Because 
of the wide differences in skin tone, thickness, 
and morphology associated with a diversity of 
consumers, most state-of-the-art optical units 
use multiple light wavelengths that interact 
differently with different levels of skin and tissue. 

Real-time optical blood flow monitoring was first 
used in the late 1800’s by having people hold their 
hand up to a candle in a dark room to see the 
vascular structure and blood flow. More recently 
in the early 1980’s, the first pulse oximeters were 
launched for hospital use, measuring pulse rate 
and blood oxygen using two alternating LEDs. 
These are very similar to the finger or ear clip 
devices still used in healthcare facilities today. (#2)

The drawbacks of heart rate chest 
straps are:
• An additional piece of kit to wear alongside 

your watch. This drawback is only solved if 
you purchase a running watch with an inbuilt 
optical heart rate monitor, as opposed to simply 
replacing the chest strap with a wrist band 
to connect to your existing watch. Polar and 
Garmin are among the popular running watch 
manufacturers who offer specialist running 
watches with inbuilt optical HR readers.

• Chafing. Many people find the chest strap to 
be an uncomfortable encumbrance. The old 
Polar design used the HR transmitter as part of 
the link in the strap and if you’d been through 
a few battery changes, the opening at the back 
of the transmitter could pick up rough edges 
in the plastic. In modern straps the transmitter 
clips on to the outside of the strap, keeping the 
transmitter from direct contact with skin, but 
the strap can still be an irritant. From people I 
have spoken to, this chafing seems to be worse 
for women than men.

• No sweat = no reading. The chest strap requires 
moisture to pick up a proper reading. You simply 
wet the strap with water and run. Sweat replaces 
the water as the strap contact points dry and you 
begin to perspire from your efforts; however in 
winter months it can be quite common to get 
through a workout without generating enough 
sweat and the contact for the reading is lost. 
ECG gel was a common cure-all for maintaining 
conductivity. To be fair, the new model of HR 
straps, from Garmin at least, appear to have 
addressed this by providing additional points 
in the strap to wet before running so the strap 
never dries out enough to lose contact… it’s 
not very comfortable for the first few seconds 
putting it on though.   

• Static spikes. In my experience the modern 
heart rate straps seem to have solved this 
issue and my Garmin 620 has not had such 
issues. However, for both my previous Garmin 
and Polar watches, static spikes outweighed 
genuine readings and caused me to give up 
on using heart rate straps. The fault apparently 
sits with our running shirts and their technical 
fabric producing static electricity interference, 
particularly in dry conditions. As with the 
above point, ECG gel was supposed to help 
but I had limited success with that solution.

The back image of a watch with optical HR – the 
green lights are the sensors

The Mio Link 
has no display; 
it provides HR to 
your watch or 
alternate device
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The technology is not perfect or as well 
developed as the chest strap hardware, which 
are – when they are working well – providing 
near-absolute accuracy. Optical sensors are more 
of a pulse sensor than an electrocardiogram 
monitor. Some of the issues of optical units are:

• By the time blood reaches the capillaries in your 
wrist, it has already slowed down to a rate that 
doesn’t necessarily reflect your true heart rate – 
especially at BPMs above 100. (#3) When I have 
experimented with comparing simultaneous 
readings for both optical and chest strap 
readings, I notice the optical unit is a little slow 
to catch-up with the increase on start-up, but 
I wouldn’t consider this 20-30 second delay 
when first starting an exercise as significant.

• Interestingly, the arterial vessels in our 
fingertips do accurately reflect our heart 
rate, even at very high BPMs. (#3)

• Skin pigmentation offers a challenge that 
manufacturers must take steps to address. 
Bharat Vasan, COO and co-founder of Basis 
explained, “The light has to penetrate through 
several layers...and so the higher the person 
is on the Fitzpatrick scale (a measure of skin 
tone), the more difficult it is for light to bounce 
back. For someone who is very pale in a very 
brightly-lit setting, the light could get washed 
out. The skin colour issue is something that our 
technology compensates for. The darker the 
skin, the brighter the light shines, the lighter 
[the skin] the less it shines.” (#3)

• Wrist-based tattoos provide further 
potential challenges by adding artificial skin 
pigmentation differences, often irregularly, that 
the sensor needs to translate.

• Arm movement. When you run, the wrist unit 
(whether a separate one or inbuilt) can shift 
slightly, which interferes with its ability to get 
an accurate reading. This is why manufacturers 
tend to recommend pushing the device 
further up the arm to achieve a tighter fit when 
exercising.

• R-R Interval or Heart rate variability (HRV). 
This is the variation of beat to beat intervals, 

the measure of the fluctuations of heart rate 
around the average. The variation of a well-
conditioned heart is generally large at rest and 
it decreases during stress or training. Optical 
heart rate devices typically do not measure HRV. 
The new Garmin FR235 is the only optical HR 
watch I know that claims to provide a recovery 
advisor and even that requires a strap to be 
used for some related functions (e,g, training 
effect) so it seems Garmin have formulated 
a new approach to estimate recovery levels 
from optical HR readings. Lacking HRV is not 
necessarily a major drawback, but modern high 
end watches pride themselves on providing 
– in addition to standard metrics – recovery 
information. Polar, with their historic focus on 
heart rate technology, have done this for years. 
When they introduced the FR620, Garmin 
jumped on the wagon too. DC Rainmaker 
reviewed the data provided by optical heart 
rate bands to recovery advisors and discovered 
the watches that need HRV basically fill the 
blank column with random data.

For most people and most uses, the optical HR 
is a good option to consider, especially if you 
either have an intolerance for the chest strap or 
no interest in HRV recovery advisor function. Just 
don’t get the wrist on which you intend to wear 
it covered in tattoos.

#1 - www.webmd.com/fitness-exercise/the-truth-about-
heart-rate-and-exercise

#2 - http://www.valencell.com/blog/2015/10/optical-
heart-rate-monitoring-what-you-need-know

#3 - http://www.cnet.com/news/how-accurate-are-
wristband-heart-rate-monitors/

Polar’s new fitness 
tracker, the A360, 
features optical HR
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New Headquarters
We now start outside Macs Brewbar on Taranaki 
Wharf with the turnaround point at the 3km 
marker embedded in the pavement just around 
the corner at Point Jerningham, then return back 
to the start.

New Course

Please note on this course we have two vehicle 
crossing points:

• Entrance to Herd Street (after Waitangi park 
as you run outbound – around 700m into the 
course)

• Freyberg Pool carpark entrance (located just 
after the 1km mark at Freyberg Pool)

Andrew and Dave just past the new turnaround
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Get organised in advance and 
prepare yourself for the 2016 
National Championships for Athletics 
New Zealand and NZ Masters.

NZMA Track & Field 
February in Dunedin

For those aged 35 or over (as at 26 Feb), join 
Wellington Masters Athletics and head down 
to Dunedin for national track and field champs. 
Held over three days, events cover the full 
gamut of track and field. They will be held at the 
Caledonian Ground. Entries close on 3 February. 
There is no qualification criteria or performance 
threshold – any member of NZ Masters can 
enter.

ANZ Track & Field
March in Dunedin

One week after the masters have broken in 
the Caledonian Ground, New Zealand’s seniors 
and juniors take over with another three days 
of track and field. The ANZ Champs have entry 
standards that must be met to enter, although 
they generally waive that standard for some e.g. 
Steeplechase.

ANZ Marathon
April in Rotorua

Scottish’s favourite 
marathon (see On the Run 
Issue 16) once again hosts 
Nationals, two years after 
the 50th anniversary event 
when it last featured the 
ANZ Champs. New Zealand’s 
most iconic marathon has 
gradually evolved over time, 
but year-on-year changes 

Caledonian Ground

2016 
National Championship Events
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are always subtle. Take on the Lake and see the 
airport that former champion Todd Stevens 
describes as the longest in the world.

ANZ Mountain Running
May in Queenstown

After a few years that has seen the event bounce 
back and forth between Wellington and Tasman, 
an exciting new location has been found - Ben 
Lomond, Queenstown. It’s an all-up year. This 
means the event is safer (no risk of face planting 
down Te Whiti firebreak) but a lot harder – it’s 
Stephen Day territory. In an effort to increase 
the popularity of the event, ANZ have moved it 
a little later in the year to give athletes a better 
chance of post-track season preparation.

ANZ Half Marathon
June in Christchurch

Christchurch 
hosted the national 
half marathon 
champs in 2015 
and they return 
again this year. This 
will the second 
year since the 
earthquake with 
the event back in 
the city. It starts 
and finishes in 
Cathedral Square, 
covering a course 
described as a 
spectator friendly 
figure-8. It’s to 

be mostly the same as the 2015 course with 
changes in key areas to address the traffic issues 
experienced last year.

ANZ Cross County
August in Auckland

The 2016 National Cross Country Champs are 
going to the Auckland Domain, which the 
Auckland Council describe as the city’s oldest 
park, spacious and diverse. It’s a 75ha park 
has, developed around the cone of an extinct 
volcano.

ANZ Road
September in Masterton

The Wairarapa will get to host the New Zealand 
Road Champs when they go to Masterton. 
Details at this time are pretty vague but I 
understand the course is to be completely 
flat, but may require multiple laps of a course 
somewhat shorter than usual – around 1km.

ANZ Road Relay
October in Rotorua

After three years in Christchurch, the 2016 
Road Relays will have a new host. Yay! (Sorry, 
Christchurch – you’re a great host, but too much 
of a good thing and all that.) Lake City Athletics 
are organising in 2016. The course will be seven 
laps, with a six lap course for the juniors and 
O60 grades. The provisional course map shows 
the start near Rotorua Internationa Stadium and 
finishing at Government Gardens.

The Domain from the Sky Tower
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More info on Rupert’s website: www.movewithease.co.nz
2015 NZ Mountain Running Champion 

Dougal Thorburn in action at Dorne Cup
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